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C' % Preface

Realisn in American Literature is relatively spe; kins

a new thing. The first traces of it nay haw been apparent

in the 1080«s, but M I literary force it did not assume

portance unUl the nineties. The literary period thtt fol-

lowed the Civil for had definitely ended in the eighties Mi

the last decade of the nineteenth century Mi to belong in

reality to the twentieth. The litorary significr^co of the

nineties is to bo found in the tppoaranoe of a new group of

young writers, aost of thorn born in the sixties and seven-

ties. They were to presage c revolution in American litera-

ture. Already the Continent had experienced or wa3 experi-

encing 3uch a revolution. Powerful writers had risen in al-

Bost every countryi Dostoevski -»nd Tolstoy in aussia; Flau-

bert and Zola in France; Ibsen in I.'orway; and Sudernann and

Hauptmann in Garacny. tngland was, as usual, behind the

Continent but she too was in the throes of a literary re-

volution. All in all Amerlc: h. I onl; to look abroad for

inspiration to revolt artistically froa the regional his-

tories and the costume ronance3 of the preceding period.

Most of the young group who were to cone of age in the nine-

ties sooner or later became jrtistic lly .-ware of what was

happening in Europe. Those whose works have been singled
,



out for consideration here wore but advance forces for the

ho. vler revolters who were to cooo. Of the five to be con-

sidered, Horris, Cr;.ne, Phillips, London ^Jid O-rland, the

first two were dead with the dawn of the now century. Phil-

lips lived on until 1911 and London till 1916 but they all

died young with their work but sterted. Only Garland lived

on to pass from the revolting group to a position of ultra-

conservatism.

That the revolt in America should follow the lead of

the Continent was inevitable but certain phases of it pre-

sented aspects intensely nutlve. Even as late as 1893 the

stark ugliness of Hamlin Garland's pictures of the Kiddle

Border failed to approach in sewbemess and tragedy the

works of the Russia, French, and Gercan naturalists,

tlovells pointed out that ..marlcon radian was aore hopeful

than £arope?,n realise because Anerican life w^a itself oore

hopeful. The Aneric.n novelist reflected the toapcr of a

people Bade tolerant and kindly by prosperity and Justice,

and necessarily concerned hiuself with the "nore sailing

aspects of life, which are the aoro Auerlcan." Alas for "r.

Howells, dark clouds wera already gatherinc on the Mserlcn

horizon. ThJ economic trend toward policies dictated by

certain classes and operating as class econonics was al-

ready foreshadowing t future ti r fron deoocratlc In effect.
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Hen born 'In the late sixties and tfca early seventies were

coming to intellectual n^turitj- In nar sad different age;

a new and intensified interest in science and a consolidat-

ing economics were creating an entirely new set of factors

which were to condition American thought. Great changes

were coming over scientific thought and the onward march of

scientific investigation was leaving far behind the nor;;

benevolent universe of Victorir.n thinkers. Crane, Korris,

Dreiser, and other intellectual children of the nineties

produced an art that was a reflection of a very sober period

of American disillusion. Vernon i.iwl3 Parrington sets forth

this version of the basis of that art:

"The Intellectual backgrounds were thU3 pifwflimrlin for
gloomier realisia than lowells^s or Garland's, a realise! that
took Its departure fro.u two postulates: that man are physi-
cal beings who can do no oth&r than obey the laws of a physi-
cal universe; and that in the vast indifferantisD of nature
they are Inconsequential pawns In a game that to human rea-
son has no meaning or rules. To assume that fats which
rules human destiny 13 malignant, is to a33U»e a cosmic
interest in son which finds no justification in science; iian
at best is only an inconsequential atom in mechanical flux,
or at worst, ;;s Jurgen jsuts it picturesquely, only a bubble
in fermenting swill. Such a conception, of course, made
slow headway against the traditional order of thought; and
if it had not been aided by ;. changing economics it would
have found few to follow a line of reasoning that led to
such unpleasant conclusions. The mind of the artist 13 more
susceptible to concrete social fact than to abstract physi-
cal principle, and the swift, centralising of econoaic3 in
the eighties and the nineties provided the stimulus for the
extraordinary reversal of thought marked by the contrast
betwaon Emerson and Theodore Dreiser." *

* XhSL BwglmUnga oL QritlsaJ, flMllaa in. iasrisa (Kew
York, 1330), pp. 718-310.



The purpose of this Thesis is to consider the work3 of

Frank ftorris, Stephen Crar.e, Jack foundon, David Grahaji Phil-

lips and Hamlin Garlsnd in respect to their significance in

the use of roalissa. The difiiiitiva editions of both Horris

and Crar.o were carefully examined for realistic tendencies.

In th3 esse of Jack London and I).;Vid Graham Phillips only

such of their wovk as was considered significant *as ex-

anlned and in the case of Kaolin Garland only his Middle

Border hooks were consulted.

tty thanks *.re due to Professor hobert Conover, of the

Department of iSngllsh, for guidance in oy study and the

preparation of this Thesis, and to Hiss Dorothy Uacheod and

liiss Karion hi rr for careful work upon the proof sheets.
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PART I

IKXHODUCTIOti

A short discussion of nineteenth century

social, economic and literary conditions.



IlttOOTCTIOB

The opening of the nineteenth century found this country

no longer the political and economic thrall of iiigland and

the Continent bat Intellectually and culturally she remained

bound to the Old World for more years than It pleases us to

recall. It is one thing for a country to secede Materially

Troa its fatherland, but quite smother for it to estcblish

itself as intellectually and spiritually independent. In

the case of our own country the process was rendered in-

creasingly difficult by the problem of bringing the various

sections of the country to a recusation and consciousness

of the mystical relation of each one part with all the other

parts. In short, the United States hardly existed 3ave as a

sort of abstract political entity. In spirit thts several

states iind localities remained decidedly sovereign and in-

dependent. Onder such circumstances it was impossible for

the stream of American culture to present an appearance

strikingly homogeneous . Living conditions, population

nationalities, customs, habits of thought, speech, and dress,

in short, all those elements going into the staking of a

culture were sectional rather than nation-wide. However, in

one respect there was a semblance of sameness in the cultured

thought of all sections—the source. As the Old World had



furnished tills land with its first white settlers so she

continued to Tarnish It with spiritual Ideas r^iid ideal3 and

In particular it was tngland that w<ss looked upon u the

fount?.in-haad of culture. Our own Kcw England was in truth

a new iiigland in the tecper of it3 intellectual iii*e. To be

MM this provincial society, Ma England, hs.d it3 o*m

political organisation, ifct own seat of authority, and its

oon economic foundations but Old liigland was th«i fountain-

head of things of the spirit. It is true Butt this society

j.,3 decidedly different froa that developing alon^ the Ami

ic.n Frontier, but it la equally true that Cos angland acted

,.3 sort of a disseninating point for the culture- of the Sew

World Just kfl Uosto had bean the hub froo which radl.-t^d

taowleda* and culture In the 3arfc agb3. rha Frontier so-

ciety was a saving, flowing one; ltu .ambers c&ae from ai; -

whore and <svory where and w«re bound To.' t placd.

i'.iuy uovcd into a new land, becaae restless and aoved on,

oithor in search of a nore fertile lands, wildei- advunturtis,

store freedon fron neighbor, -.nd the restraints of civilised

socifety, or Just from the haMt cf locoaotion. BMt« ^11

paths had started froa, or coraaad Bow tafxaoa, and that was

Mm culture carried into new land3 by the pioneer. Old

14 it s-s and as >at uiaiistlllad by iU cont: eta ir. the

new lond.



The first years of the nineteenth century found Aaerica

still decidedly in the Colonial period. The older Aaerica

was static, fearful of innovation, pessimistic, and intent

upon preserving the old order. Growth was a slow and pain-

ful process and material independence was to be g&ined only

by individual labor. Life was drab, man was considered es-

sentially evil, and possibilities of change in social status

were renote. ouch was the outward aspect when the century

dawned, but baneath the surface of the old order, for a good

dozen years, the process of decay had been going on. Gradu-

ally the older Aaerica was dying until the end of the Bar of

1812 aarked the rising of a flood of new ideas and concepts

which wa3 to sweep do«m the century, carrying all before it

in a restless, shifting, optoaistic, adventurous, youthful

social order. The older Aaerica had belonged to the gray-

beards, but youth and courage were to have their fling in

the new order of things. The premium was no longer upon

sage counsel and tried ideas, but rather the glory and

spoils went to the physically courageous and the lustily

adventurous. f!ow land:; held the allurement of hidden trea-

sure and the speculative short-cut was soon to become an

almost ethically legitimate approach to material success.

The period between the end of the War of iai£ and the

Civil Bar saw a gre; t change taking place in the economic
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divisions of the country. The ...ast found its life cluster-

ing about its factories and fast developing textile Indus-

tries. With the imiaigrai.it s.nd rural populations flocking to

these centers of Industrial activity the &.st soon became

engulfed in a taoveaent which was to lead to vast expansion

of the cities and the consequent transforation of that

particular section from a rur 1 to an urban society. Indus-

trial capitalism found its home in such surroundings and

settled down like a great pall over cities and industrial

centers to remain the prine moving force as well as the

principal source of artistic repression down to our own

time.

It is not difficult to trace the effect of this new

industrialism on the South. With the increase in output of

the eastern textile plants came a demand for a decided in-

crease in the production of raw luaterials. Here the South

found her great opportunity and plunged in 3t once to replace

the traditional southern crops with the staple, cotton. In

the process the negro slave was exploited, and the South

developed an imperialism with a distinctive philosophy based

upon the conditions brought about by slavery. The insti-

tution of slavery had developed in Virginia, where a generous

and gentlemanly culture hai communicated to plantation life

a decidedly romantic flavor. But the sl^ve system when



transferred to the newer southorn states brought about a

wholly evil rer-ction upon the southern people, both plan-

tation masters and poor whites. That same generous culture

and feeling of patriarchal responsibility which had char c-

terized the systea in Virgin!;, failed utterly to take root

in the Hew South, and in the frontior Gulf states the plan-

tation system created an aristocracy at once swaggering and

even vicious in spirit ;ind decidedly arrogant in manners.

The social structure founded upon the unequal relationship*

between whi-te master snd blf.ck slave, when not acted on by

sone force tending to ameliorate its inequalities, wcs bound

to bring sbout an isperitilisa of a sort. This feeling of

imperialism in the Black belt found itself opposed by the

humanitarianisis of Virginia snd the individualise or the

new Best and together these three forces waged a three

cornered contest for supremacy. Gradually the new inperi-

alisra overwhelmed the other two until the ove of the Civil

Ear found every other southern interest sacrificed to

slavery while the broader problems which concerned the

nation as whole roceived scc.at consideration. Ksrly in

the struggle the emotions of the South became bound up with

political and social ;,robleus until the true situation be-

came obscured by a seething tumult of emotionalized con-

cepts. The decided drift of southern thought towerds the
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Ue.-.l of the Greek democracy became raore and aore obscured

by selfish interests and protective exploitation until sud-

denly cut short by the advent of the Civil ft^r. This drift

of thought had arisen froa the need to clarify the loeic

behind the existing circumstances wherein the systec of

negro slavery was aade the foundation of a social structure

which was supposed to have for its guiding spirit thfc ideals

of democracy.

While these transforations were going on in tho Bl st

and South, tost gre;.t territory drained by the SSississippi

was el90 undergoing chmges. The very expsnsiveness of the

grest open spaces to the north and west seemed to creej into

the lives of those hardy pioneers whose eyes were turned

forever toward the new and unknown. The industrial econoaic

philosophy of the test wr.s looked upon with but little more

favor than that southern philosophy based upon the unhappy

relationship of a-sstor ^nd slave, and Democracy became the

cry. But a dangerous sort of Deaocracy it was, bused upon

the philosophy of every nan for himself and setting forth

the idea of the natural right of every citizen to satisfy

his instinct for possession by whatever means of exploiting

the resources of the country his shrewdness sanctioned.

This Deaocracy was little concerned with Greok ideals or

any other ideals, for that matter, tmi sought no Justi-



fixation suve its appeal to the majority. In its frontier

beginnings it was not much nore than the establishment of

the sovereignty of the popular will and snore often than

otherwise It proved itself a crude sort of Deaocracy, little

Justifying its pretensions. But in spite of sll its crudi-

ties and all its shortcomings, it established itself M the

rising spirit of the West and soon w*s well on its way to-

ward becoming the hail and cry of all America. limes mi

conditions HH those of economic instability brought about

by vast untouched resources, abundant new lands, tad rapid

increase in population. Th-3 old stability of Mew England

and of Virginia was gone as America broke from her soarings

and pushed westward. Land became th'j staple coasiodity of

the rest, :nd progress was measured not In terns of p.^or

profits or crop turnover but in tsrms of increasing lend

vrlues. Centers of population were established on high'.

and byway; soon the real estate speculator arrived ond

staked out the deslr- ble locations in city lots and a manu-

factured hooss was in progress. The net result was an ex-

travagant increase in the importance of the rtllag* and

sm?>ll city find the development of a culture bold, crude, and

decidedly middle class.

In considering the drift of literary thought snd the

general temper of the Acerican mind in thc.t period between
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the Siar of 181;. and the Civil War, I know of no better ap-

proach than to consider the country MCttflljt taking

cognizance of the contributions of the various sections and

noting in particular the contributions of soce outstanding

literary figures. It is certain there ma little homo-

geneity of thought or culture either as far as the country

as a whole was concerned, but certain sections did exhibit

characteristic tendencies which were liter to exert more or

less influence on the whole fabric of the American mind.

During the first third of the nineteenth century lit-

erary activity seeas to have centered somewhat in Sow York.

Before that time Ke* York had not been preeminently a lit-

erary center, and Indeed then, almost her sole claim to

literary affluence was based upon the works of Washington

Irving and that little group of authors of mediocre talent

who looked to him for inspiration. This group is soaetimes

referred to as the Knickerbocker Cchool, mm .;igh-

sounding and important for a movement of so little conse-

quence. Irving lu.d finished his school c&rs&r at sixteen

and after the experiment of the 3alsagundl papers with his

brother and James K. Paulding, his first literary venture

by himself was 2h£ Alston, a£ Ii£*. 29 E'; £fiU tt —fJM 2l

lilS. World £o. tiic £nd. fil the Djiich. Dynasty . He had been a

keen observer of what was going on on Manhattan Island and



a bookish boy, and his History proved to be a reproduction

of the life, as well as a record of events in the staid,

stolid, Mew Xork of ei.rll-r days, the New York of the com-

placent Dutch. Irving prolonged the d^ys of his youth as

long as was possible, and seeded in no haste to kegta

serious life, nor ambitious to enter upon a cureor. He en-

Joyed life as a companion of Jolly fellows, as a desirable

young nan in society, :ind as a traveller in Aserlca and

uurope. In lac. SKet,cn-.,qo> o£ Geoffrey Cravon
r £eji£, which

is what its title Implies, a collection of short, suggestive

outlines of narration and incidents, he revealed himself to

his readers for the first time, U an accomplished artist.

His genius wa3 instantly recognized in Lngland where he

lived for some ye:.rs and Walter Scott's appreciation and

assist-mce brought the new American author into pleasant

and profitable relations with the chief publishers of

London. A little later he was accepted with enthusiasm in

America with confidence which could rest upon Lnsllsh ap-

proval. In 1820 he had removed to Paris where he came into

intimate contact with Thomas Moore. As a responsible Amer-

ican writer he did much to promote good feeling between

England and America at a tiae when the ill feeling conse-

quent upon two wars h:d not wholly subsided. At the

forty-six he entered upon the most prolific period of his
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career and turned out voluminous amount fo writing which

at present is not usually ranked rs high as his earlier

work. Perhaps we remember Irvins best M the spokesaan for

the New York of earlier days. With the vulgarity and

corwonness accompanying the social changes of expanding

Kew York, he could feel no sympathy. He was a gentleman of

the old school and found himself decidedly out of hunor

with the naterial asbitions which were in the ;<roces3 of

making over the city. To him the present was not M«rl* so

amusing as the past. He felt always a closeness to £.nd

interest in Old iorld Picturesqueness, and as result be-

came almost English romantic, with decided distaste for

change and innovation. He had the desire to retain the

charm cf th-- eighteenth century, which the vulgarity and

middle-classness of the- nineteenth was so rapidly destroying.

Findin? himself at odds with the spirit of things as they

were he had the good sense to detach himself froc, contempo-

rary America ant remained to the end of his ?t.js % reveler

in the wit and romance of a generation past. He was forever

in pursuit of the roaantic and picturesque, a ftct which is

sometimes apparent in his writings. As he grew older the

sp .rkle and lightness of touch characteristic of youth de-

parted from his work which accounts for the fact that his

best wor is that done early in his life.



Be* York had been fortunate in that she had been able

to draw unto herself many of the finest of Kew jijland Kinds

and she had 9*9% need of the Puritan idealism which siarked

them, for Hew York was a decidedly socially-minded city and

one ouch interested in material progress, iven then she was

unable to »ard off the effects of the materialistic phi-

losophy which had invaded the whole life of the city. Hero,

in this great American city shrewd Yankee energy had been

grafted onto the solid Dutch stock, and this combination

produced a society acquisitive in spirit and in position

to profit asuch from the rage of speculation which was sweep-

ing over the country. New York was wanting not only in

intellectual background but in intellectual stimuli as well,

as the revolution in politics and economics which she was

undergoing unfortunately failed to carry with it corre-

sponding intellectual upheaval. The niceties of metaphysical

distinctions which had so intrigued the Hew England mind

3eldoa if ever bothered the minds of the stolid Dutch, and

while the English gentle-folks sent their^ sons to jjiglisb.

Universities the Dutch seemed little concerned with educa-

tion and as a result, educational facilities were inadequate.

Lacking the inspiration and leadership of dominant per-

sonalities and in a society ill-designed to proaote literary

culture it i3 not surprising that the talents of the few
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struggling literary disciples were engulfed by the voluni-

nous output of hack-writers characteristic of the crass

materialism of the tine.

For a hundred and seventy-five years New England had

been the center of intellectual activity in America, and

the revolution in thoueht which brought about the changes

from the aristocr tic rationalise of the eighteenth century

to the decidedly niiddle class economics of the nineteenth

century exhibited themselves in • more marked f . shion there

then elsewhere. At once the concepts of the potential ex-

cellence of man and the equality of human rights fwll into

Puritan hr.nds they were given an emotional end intellects 1

unity from the intense ethical note that narked the Purit n.

That the history of Mew ingland differs so completely from

that of the rest of the country can be traced to the fact

that the desire to serve God has always run along parallel

*ith the desire to serve self, and as c result, the material

aspects of life have received generous overl; y of relig-

ious principles. In early Kew .jagland the outstanding

social figures had been the merchant and the minister, the

one furnishing the necessities for material existence, the

other pointing the way to so-called spiritual enlightenment.

It was the New ijigland minister and those intellectuals who

were his spiritual heirs who gave to Kew England thought its
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aost characteristic color.

During that firnt third of tho nineteenth century whan

literary activity soened for awhile to center Itself in

Bow York there was a lessening of -mtarprlse aaong thn Eew

England writers. Theological science as a sublet bftd ex-

hausted itself, which is not surprising since it had fur-

nished the chief theme of discussion for a hundred and

seventy-fivo years. Than there wag \lttle else aorthy of

literary discussion due to the lnhospltality of flow England

toward outer-world books. I renaissance was Inevitable,

and It caae about when Gormen idealism, French coatmnism,

and English radicalism began to be heard. Parrington subs

up the movement neatly:

"Quits evidently the renaissance resulted from the
irapfict of the romantic revolution upon thy Puritan *lnd,
fjid it issued In a form native fee How England experience

"Its nany-sldedness was both confusing and stimulating.
How shall we explain a novement thst oabraced such different
en as ;-.verett and Channlng and Parker and Garrisoi; tat
wblttler asd i^r.erson and Longfellow and Holmes; men often
mutually repellent, sojaetlaes sharply critical of a;sch

other? "o single aini subs up the whole—the theological,
husaniti ri.n, mystical, critical, -nd cultural aspirations
cf ths kMfeMlnf— as perhaps Goethe may be said to have done
for Gerrwr.y. -reerson, Thoreau, and P:rkor possibly esbodied
it aost tdeqpstely; they were transcendental individualists,
intellectual revolutionaries, contemptuous of all meanly
material standards. But ^uito evidently Jverstt would not
tr: vcl f r slang the transcendent .1 path they pointed out,
nor Holmes, nor Longfellow. These litter expected no
NHBttl Dtopias, wanted no such Utopias. Chaferl
Boston satisfied their hopes; they found the world not such
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B b:.d place for those rhc kr.etr hew to neet It on itr oir

terms. Yet they too were children of the awakening, and in
following their individual path? they contributed in their
own way to the disintegration of the old authoritsrlon order
that hid Ions held the mind of Row rnglind in subjection.
Each in some ae.sure and after his own fashion was a rebel,
und their total rebellions mrde up the sua of Sew England's
bequest to a more liberal America. .... It was an ethi-
cal protest against the hi.rsh and unjust realities of the
industrial revolution that wss so ruthlessly transforming
the old order of life in Eew fegl -.nd; and it tools the forsi

of a return to a simpler Ufa." *

It hus often been the case in history that a period of

unrest, of controversy and conflict, culminating in actual

physical combat, his beer, productive, throughout ths period,

of literary works or thoughts of a high order. In the case

of our own Civil V.ar and the period preceding it 3uch was

not the case; certainly not so tn M the South was con-

cerned and but little more of worth came from the North.

Hawthorne was little affected by the struggle and was derd

before the aftcrms-th had set in. Neither w;.s Melville of

the 9ar Party, ne was born in 1618, and early in life

turned toward fch* 3ea and sought cdventures in southern

waters. His ideas and ideals received their sot froa his

early experiences and dreams and in the controversy which

brought on the Civil Bar he took little part. The silence

of the South along literary lines during this period is a

bit puesling and perhaps defies a satisfactory explanation.

• V.L. Partington, XM Romantic r.gYQlUtlOfl la America
(Hew York, 19£7), pp. 317-51X3.
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It 13 true she hud a leisure cl-ss, and aany southerners

were American gentlemen of the very highest type, widely

travelled in foreign lands, distinguished for culture of

manners, and of a decidedly romantic teaper. Logically, It

seeas, such a class could be lookad to for artistic contri-

butions. Her dumbness and nonproductivity through her

Colonial days has k*M charged to the isolation caused by

settling on wide plantations, instead of in closer bound

communities. It is true that these conditions of living

persisted till the advent of the War. There wis wanting

then, that stimulus which comes from mental contact and

friction—products of civilization living in close quarters.

In tlw South where tobacco and cotton dominated the economic

situation :nd plantation life furnished the social back-

ground all tha elements of romance were at hand, but stran.re

as it amy seem, neither times nor conditions genersted the

necessary energy for - rtistic endeavor. Out of it ail comes

only the disputed artistry of Poc and thl3 furnished light

enough fare indeed for the antagonized Northern critics.

Coming from the lesser Virginia aristocracy and reared in

the environment of the planter gentry, neither his thoughts

nor his actions received the discipline necessary to balance

satisfactorily his emotional instability. He had no phi-

losophy and developed no life program save his art. His
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Interests ran directly counter to every major interest of

the Hew Kngland Renaissance and he stood shakily alone, the

first American writer to be concerned with beauty only. If

he met only criticism and rebuff from Kew tliglsnd, he f-.red

no better among southern ideals. In a world of aiddle-class

economic enthusiasms there was little time or place for the

romantic dreamer.

In Slavery days the Southern writer was not allowed to

evaluate the life about him. Indeed it Is likely that he

was too much a p. rt of it emotiom.lly to ev-lu U it f irly

and in addition there was a general fooling In the .Jcuth

that the idea of slavery should never be att?.cked, but In-

stead should be glossed over with all its fine ronntlc

trappings. It Is easy to understand how difficult it was

under such conditions to devolo^ or maintain any high liter-

ary standard based upon pure literary worth. However, In

the Korth, southern slavery was a powerful cause of liter rj

activity. Once again the old flood of Puritan idealism

broke loose in the New England Renaiss nee, but this time

not directed primarily toward theology. The core of the

movement was of course ethical and no higher moral duty

could be pointed out than the blotting out of si,? very.

Obviously we look In vain toward the West for liter-

ature before the time of the Civil »;r. There was teeming
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life there, but the desperate strugj'le for existence left

little tlmo for reading books and still less for writing

thea. The dweller in those new lands wes kept so busy with

axe and gun and plow that he found little tine for the pen.

There was a vast storing up of knowledge ?;nd stories of the

dangers aai difficulties of frontier life, of the hardships

of the covered-wagon train trails, of the wild adventures

of the gold seekers of «49 and of the dangers aid prlvrtlons

of life in the frontier towns and lonely ffrss, but of liter-

ary output there was nothing of note. Later—after the

this stored up knowledge was tapped, and has been in the

process of being exploited down to our own time. In the

early half of the century dangers and hardships wer^ too

close and threatening to be surrounded with such romantic

glamour. M they receded into the background of time, they

wer-i grrdually invested with romantic colorings of a highly

improbible. nature. Long drouths, the hrrdships of rural

life, the privations encountered when livin; upon the fc-.rest

necessities, Indian fights, and the glory of cor.c;ucrin~ new

lands furnish excellent material for romantic talcs and

stories if they are far enough in the past, then they hi.d

to bo faced almost daily, along alth countless other dangers,

they were too close and too deadly to be romanticized. There

is another theory which might halp. account for this literary
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sterility of the West. The condition of having leisure

tims, freedom from economic worry, and social freedom is one

most favorable for promoting artistic interest :jid pro-

duction. The nan who has time to read and to think and to

talk may in the process generate soeethlng of artistic

importance. The century was approaching its tM.rd quarter

before any such conditions existed in the West.

It is en accepted fact that the regular function of a

novel is to tell a story but it remains that thera are many

kinds of stories and various ways of telling then. This

accounts satisfactorily enough, I think, for the various

differences in structure, style, and content in prose

fiction—differences obvious even to the casual observer.

James Fenlmore Cooper stands as the first nineteenth

century fiction writer, and his novels are bold, stirring

narratives of adventure on land and sea. The early years of

his life were spent st the edge of the wilderness where his

father had, soon after the Revolutionary War, secured a

large estate on the banks of Lake Cst6go in lew York. Young

Cooper entered Yale at thirteen, but falling to become

interested in scholastic pursuits shipped before the mast.

It was not until he was past the age of thirty, had married

and settled down to rear family that he became interested

in writing. His first novel, Precaution, wss published in
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ISO) and J^e C££ appeared a year later. Thu3 begun, hla

litsrary output continued for more than thirty yeers ar>d

included thirty-two novels, five volumes of literary and

naval biography, ten volumes of traarels and sketches, k

countless number of newspaper items. The tt&ag Cocpsr could

write into his novels best was action so th;,t became his

stock in trude. His stories of sea and wilderness adven-

tures, the best of which were, perhaps, those of the

"Leather-Stocking" scries, still appeal to youthful readers.

A3 a writer of out-of-doors stories, of hair-raising ad-

venture stories he stands almost alone. He seemed to know

his limitations, passed by psychology, dabtlcd with senti-

ment rx.d romance, and was not . :)ove falsifying for dramatic

effect. His novels, bold and 3tirring as they are, differ

from the morbid books of his predecessor, Charles Brockden

3rown as healthy man difars from a sick one. Heither had

he anything in common with his emotional contemporary, Poe.

Someone has said, "Hawthorne was the afterglow of the

Seventeenth Century." He was that, but he was sonething

more too. Out of Joint with his own time as he was, he was

still u symbol of the very dlsjointedness of that tims.

Radical as he was in his intellectual processes, ho could

nev«r greatly attach himself to specific radicalisms. His

venture into Brook Farm might brand him as a Transcendental-
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did not attract him in the least. His singularly rtaotd and

self-sufficient mode of existence »..s but :n expression of

his temperament—a sort of self-imposed drawing apart that he

might ex-.nine more carefully some of the innermost recesses

of his o«n soul. Parrington sums hla up so well:

"Self-sufficient he remained to the last, hard-headed
and practical, yet missing many a deeper truth that more
receptive minds discover. He was traveling the path that
leads to sterility, and the lifelong business of playing
Paul Pry to the seeret3 of the conscience brought him at
Inst to the comment, 'Taking no root I soon wa-ary of any
soil in which I might be temporarily deposited. The same
impatience 1 sometimes feel, or conceive of, as regards this
earthly life.* He was the extreme and finest oxpression of
the refined alienation frou reality that in the end palsied
the creative mind of He* Inland. Having consumed his
fancier, what remained to feed on?" *

There is a certain similarity between Hawthorne and

Herman Melville in spite of the fact that their external

differences tend to preclude any such idea. Each one

searched for something he was unable to find; each died

tired of life's quest; that something each searched for was

wrapped in the innermost recesses of his o«n soul. Once

they lived side by side, as neighbors, but It was Melville

alone who offered himself in friendship. The mental se-

clusiveness of Hawthorne, whether intentional or unavoida-

ble, repulsed the warm hearted Melville leaving a wound

•Parrington, XM iiQEjaatlc wiYil'itlm in. .Uvrl;.
(lew York, 1SC7), p. 449



which never healed. Melville was born In Hew York In the

same year as Whitman, nixed of the saae Dutch-English stock.

As a youth he went to sea, Jumped ship In the South Seas

and adventured among the aarquesan Islands. In such a life

he found the adventures he once thought would fill every

desire of his life, but having tasted them his soul cried

out for a bigger life, for home, for love, for f mily ties,

for tiae to examine his own inner consciousness. He re-

turned hoae, married and tried to set up I successful house-

hold. All his burning desires turned to ashes. He found

himself chained to an uninteresting Job, to his family, to a

loyal but uninspiring wife—in short to a drab, ordinary

life. Finding tho living of life too complex for him, he

settled back into physical existence but continued pouring

forth ills Inner life in a stream of novels which had started

with Typee raid which reached it3 highest point with uoby

Dick . He continued to write through the Civil Hut and until

his death in 1891, but with an increasing sense of the de-

grading compromises of life. He passed out of existence,

unloved, unsung, misunderstood, and almost unknown. Only a

few critics of his own time were sympathetic enough to under-

stand him, but recently there hts been a revival of Interest

in his books and a re-evaluation of his life and work.

"Uelville»s work, taken as a whole, expresses the tragic
sense of life which has always attended tho highest triumphs

of the race, at the moments of coaplete3t mastery and ful-



filser.t. Where that sense Is lacking, life shrivsln into
snail prudences and weak pleasures and petty b-ains, and
those great feats of thought and imagination sr

v ich transform
the very character of the universe and relieve human purpose
from th. aeant sufficiency of toilla - a I fctaj ii sleep-
ing, in a meaningless, reiterative round, shrivel away,
too". *

The Civil War drew once and forever a definite Una

between the past and the present. When the smoke of siany

battles had cleared aw«y the old order had passed with it.

Change of a new sort was in the sir and a great '^-"ce-tise

conflict was at its beginning. The social structure which

had been erected with slavery :;s its base had been forever

uprocted and the ronnntic imperialism which efci raettrized it

was gone with it. Tho r,ast was shout to enter or; a new era

of industrial expansion, the population of t", aaj being

expanded frora without by a new flood of hoaastc-aders swelled

by disbanded soldiers aid all bent upon building up an

agrarian empire in opposition tc the indvstris.li.5r.. of the

East. Material chrnges of so vast • nature were bound to

bring spiritual end intellectual ch-nges in their sake. The

result was a literary re-creaticn.

•nrhitBip.n himself had felt that tho tfar for the Aaericn
Onion was the Odyssey of his generation; but except for him-
self and Herman Uelville, no ono lived to write about it in
those terms; the 3tories of Ambrose Blorce, Stephen Crane,
and Upton Sinclair did not treat it in this vein; 'Whitman
did not see that the great conflict might have a Punic end-
ing. As it turned out, the war was a struggle between two

» Lewis Sumford, Herman Melville (Kow York, 1929),
361

.
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forms of servitude, the slave and the aachine. The machinu
•on, end the huar.ii spirit was almost ;. s much paralysed by

the victory as it would have been by the defeat, .'n indus-
trial trreformation took place over night: machines were
applied to agriculture; they produced new guns and armaments;
the factory regime, growing tuaiultuously In the Astern
cities, steadily undermined the balanced regimen of agri-
culture and industry which ch: r cterized the iui3t before the
war.

"The machines won, and the war kept on. Its casualties
were not always buried at Antletam or Gettysburg; they
moldered, too, In libraries, studios, offices. The Justi-
fiable ante-bellum optimism of iaerson turned into waxen
smile. Whitman lost his full powers in whst should have
been his prime. Among the youns men, many a corpse was left
to go through the routine of living. But before the Golden
Day was over, the American mind had lived through a somber
and beautiful hour, the hour of Hawthorne and Uelville.
Kith them, the sun turned to candle, and cast black shadow
upon the wall, not the empty grotesque shadows of Poe, but
the shapes of a magnified if distorted humanity." »

* Lewis ituraford, The Golden Day (Hew York, 10:6),
pp. 136-137



PART II

FRAHX HORnlS AIID REALISM
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KUBK BOftRIS AKD KUILISH.

It is extremely difficult, perhaps iapossiblt. to decide

once and for all which one of several American novelist

should be hailed as the pioneer America, realist. Indeed it

is difficult to draw any very definite conclusions as to

rh.t is and what is not raalisc. Almost every American

novelist since 10B0 has held and expressed ideas on realism

and its uses, but, queerly enough, seldom have any two of

thea concurred in their views. In discussing no less an

authority than Mr. Fran! Korris, Hr. P. T. Cooper has the

following to sayt

"Morris said in a latter to a critic who had objected
to his 'exasperating vein of romontieis«i», 'For eny own
part, I believe that the greatest ra ilisn is the greatest
romanticise and I hope some day to prove it. 1 In 4 Plea
£gx Roa.-.nti'-. Fiction, he gave the following top3y-turvy,
irrational, irresponsible definition:

"•Romance, I take it, is the kind of fiction t!v.t takM
cognisance of variations from the type of normal life.
Realism is the kind of fiction thit confines itself to the
type or normal life. According to thl3 definition, then,
Romance may even troat of the sordid, the unlovely—as, for
instance, the novels of H. lx>la. Zola has been dubbed a
Realist, but he is, on the contr-ry, the ver" he>.d of the
Romanticists.*

Row Korris might just as well have defined White as
that pigment which ne use to paint the rare and precious
things of life, end Black as th.,t which we choose for ill
common every-day things, cups and ssucera, table linen,
wheel-h.rrows end cobble-s tones. Shoe-polish, ha might have
added, is generally considered black, but re-.flj- it Is t*e



most daszling of all possible varieties of white. This sort

of thine is definition run Bad, arrant nonsense leading no-

where. "There are several perfectly legitimate definitions of

the two chief creeds in fiction, any one of which Rorrls

night have adopted, any one of which would have been intel-

ligible to the public at large. There is, for instance, that

ver" simple distinction drawn by Marion Crawford, making

realism a transcript of life as it is, and romance, of life

as we would like it to be." *

Henry James has sometimes been referred to as a realist,

and also William Dean Howells, but it i3 at once evident that

the realism they made use of was of an entirely different

type from the "stark" realism of Stephen Crane, Upton Sin-

clair, Frank Korris, Sinclair Lewis, and others of a slightly

later date. Ho longer ago than ilay 1927, *r. H.G. Kells in

referring to Stephen Crane, cited him us not only the pioneer

realist of his generation but also the most brilliant. In

the Introduction to KcTsaeue. Theodore Dreiser takes ex-

ception to Sella' designation of Crane as tae "first" Afri-

can realist. "That honor," says Dreiser, "if any American

will admit it to be such, goes to Henry B. Fuller, of Chicago

who as early as 1866 published Ii£h, J&S Procession, as

sound and agreeable a piece of American realise as that

decade, or any since, has produced." In IJis 'dSM. ritigfifiafl

Literature . Pattee gives 1895 as the correct date for giih.

the Procession and 1803 as the date for JM £lilt-2kSll£IS.

Fuller's most realistic effort. If we accept these dates

as correct both £h£ cliff-Dwellers and iiaifi. Travelled, fiaajjs.,

some American Storv Ifillfita (Hew York, 1911), p. 504.



by Hamlin Garland, a sound recllstic study of rural life

published in 1891, preceded Ilorris' efforts in the realistic

field.

Crane in his impressionistic, Zola-like picturing of

the Bowery in Maggie ; ft Girl of the Streets had succeeded in

shocking at least a few American readers. Unable to find a

publisher for a story so sordid and full of things about

life "no decent person ought to know", Crane borrooed a

thousand dollars of his brother and printed Haggle himself

in 1892, disguising his own identity with the pseudonym

Johnston Smith. Ho publication ever fell flatter. (The

book was republished in 1096.) In 1895 The Red Radga at

Courage was published to meet, as had Haggle,, an indifferent

public. Not until it was learned that Sigland had gone into

superlatives over the book did the American demand for it

make it a best seller of the season.

According to Charles G. Morris, brother of the author

of tlcTer-gue
r that novel was conceived in 1891 and executed

for the most part between 1892 and 1896. It was then almost

coincident with The Red Rades of Couraga
f although licTentme

was far more characteristic of the American scene than Tha

£££ Badge aL vQUf^es.

Crane, while furnishing an excellent picture of our own

Civil War, was writing of war as an experience, and as for

the value of Xhfi HasL Badge fl£ Couraye
f in the realistic
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sense, In so for as the American scene Is concerned, his

presentation of war psychology was but little more vital for

America than elsewhere. On the other hand, ?iipTeague f is

concerned with life in an American city, San Francisco, and

furthermore, with the everyday life of a class of people

whose very existence was conditioned by the physical char-

acteristics of that particular city. Crane was concerned

with the psychology of war in general while Morris* work

was indigenous to America and California.

It seems entirely reasonable to admit Hamlin Garland as

the pioneer realist in this country but, at th>3 risk of be-

ing pedantic, I would quarrel with Ur. Dreiser for admitting

Puller into the group containing Garland, Crane, and I.'orris.

I would place Mm rather, with James and Howells.. Of course

James's importance to American fiction suffered from his

absence from the scene of action, but had he remained in

America and a part of the rigorous American scene, the

simple, direct action characteristic of this country might

have become a part of his work instead of the indecision and

vaguoness which retards it in spite of the finish of his

style. Rowells, on the other hand, was thoroughly American,

at one* a Hew anglandwr and a Hew Yorker, and while he had

no successors of his own literary stature. Fuller certainly

deserves to be referred to as his follower and near equal.
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Indeed, parts of both SJLfch. illfi Procession and Ha& Cliff

Dwellers Bight h3ve been written by Llowalls. The styles of

the two men are similari th«y ran to the some type of subject

natter as well as method of treateent. Kitli iii£ ProceaslOfl

does for Chicago what Jfca Hlse o£ £ilaa iMfcwl does for

Boston. Henry E. Puller had, in 2bfi Chevalier, °£ Peaalerl-

ganl , shown himself to be one of the finest literary cratts-

fflen in the West. He was not by profession a novelist, but

his keen interest in everything literary and artistic turned

him to writing. He was a merciless critic of Chicago, and

as a native of the city he was in a position to write know-

ingly. His aim was to picture Chicago as h\-rdy had pictured

Bessex or Zola, Paris, but such a conception was beyond his

powers as a novelist and viewed today his efforts sew tw»

and colorless. However in the nineties they were sensa-

tional. Kith the Pmeasslon . the last of Fuller's popular

triumphs was even core caustic in its treataent of Chicago

society and feminine ruthlessness than its predecessor had

been but with it he ended all attempts at realism. Fuller's

two realistic efforts and Howell3» Xo& 213& flf. MM IMJM

and TJia tfodern laaiaafifi, while hardly belonging in the class

of realistic writings of Garland, Crane, and Borris, did lay

the foundation for a hardy literature thtt gave promise of

being truly our own. The following passage is an example
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of realism t.a employed by Fuller:

"He stood beside her ct the oper. jr .vo, .-.nd supported
her there, too, as the rattling sand and gravel rained down
upon cho coffin. The gnvo hud boon 3et around with ever-
green sprays, and the hi mound of earth beside it hsd been
concealed in the ease kindly fashion. But Jano, in self-
inflicted penance, would sparo herself no pang; she clutched
Browwr's arm and stood Iters* motionless, until the grave
had been filled in and the overplus of earth had been shaped
above it." •

Compare this with tho following passags froai gfilaajifi.:

"is he rose be caught Ucrcus'3 wrist in both his hands.
Ee did not strike, he did not know wh.t he was loins. His
only idea was to batter tho life out of the men before hin,
to crush and annihilate hin upon the instant. Gripping his
eneny in his enormous hands, hard and knotted, and covered
with a stiff fell of yellow hair—the h.ind3 ct ftba old-time
car-boy—he swung hiis wide, os a hammer- thrower swings his
naaaer. Marcus's feet flipped from the ground, he spun
through the r.lr -bout licTeague ea helpless as a bundle of
clothes, ill at once there was • shar. snap, almost like
the report of snail pistol j thon JJarcus rolled over and
over upon tho eround as licTeague released his grip; his arm,
the one the dentist hrd seised, bending suddenly, M though
a third Joint hsd formed between the wrist end elbow. The
ana was broken.* **

Frank Morris, the author of iicTan«ia
r was ooo of the

first und certainly the cost stlaulatins and sestful of our

early American naturalists. (Parrington defines naturalism

as "pessimistic realism") He wr»s born in Chicago in 1870*

His father, a business man, first In Kew Xork and then in

Chicago, ted settled finally in California, having gone there

for his health. Frank was eleven when the family moved from

* Henry B. Fuller, with, ih£ Processing (Hew l'ork, 1686),
p. 334.

** Frank Morris, HcTesgue (jSailsi, Garden City, New York:
Doubleday, Doran and Co., 19:0), VIII, J01.
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Chicago. Fron his nother, who at the tine of her marriage,

had been an actress of national face, he inherited an artis-

tic bant and a love of romance. At the age of revonteeu he

decided against further school routine arid persuaded hie

fether to take his to Paris to 3t«d^ srt. The two years he

spent there, roaming the Latin Quarter, learning French,

devouring Sola and storing up impressions advanced him little

as a painter but did succeed in Baking his conscious of the

literary revolution in progress in J'ari3. Zola, Flaubert,

Daudet, exponents all, of French realism—"naturalism",

intrigued him and he began to scribble. Although a lover of

Zola his first serifcblings were romantic nothings. He was

no longer interested in art and at his father's suggestion

he returned hose. In 1890 he entered the University of

California but with no serious intention of becoming a

scholar. He found little to encourage him in the iinglish

department of the University, and after three dull years he

transfored to Harvard where he was admitted into the Cenior

class. There he found a more congenial atmosphere and re-

veled in his awakening powers. By that time he had become

a confirmed follower of Zola. He became a realist, even a

"naturalist" and under the stimulating influence of Profes-

sor L.S. Gates he produced irost of the material which he

later wove into Yandover and. £h£ Brute and EScTe.-tgue . Upon
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returning from Harvard with his degree he went into Journal-

lam and was sent by a San Francisco paper to South Africa to

report the Boer War. He arrived on duty Just in time to take

part in the Jameson raid, to be captured and threatened with

death, and then to fall a victum to African fever. It was

this attack of African fever so nearly fatal at the time,

which later resulted in his death. Upon returning to San

Francisco he was given a place In the editorial offices of

The Wave . Here many of his early stories and sketches were

written. That was the real beginning of his literary career.

He set out to become the American Zola— the literary leader

In a new revolution. Truth was to be his creed. ;ll3 views

and ideas on novelists and novel writing were often arrest-

ing, but having formulated them they became his guiding

principles from which he seldom deviated. Kever able to

forego romanticism he often discussed his realistic ten-

dencies in romantic terms, as in the following!

•They would make the art of the novelist an aristo-
cracy, a thing exclusive, to be guarded from contact with the
vulgar, humdrum, bread-and-butter business of life, to be
kept unspotted from the world, considering it the result of
Inspirations, of exaltations, of subtleties and—above all
things—of refinement, a sort of velvet Jacket affair, a
studio hocus-pocus, a thing loved of women and aesthetes.

that a follyt Of all the arts It Is the most vlrllej
of all the arts it will not, will not, will not flourish
Indoors. Dependent solely upon fidelity to life for ex-
istence, it must be practiced In the very heart's heart of
life, on the street corner, in the market-place, not In the
studios. God enlighten u*l It is not in affair of women



and aesthetes, and the anise of American Fiction Is no chaste,
delicate, superfine mademoiselle of delicate pose3 and
•elegant* attitudiniaings, but a robust, red-armed, 'bonne
raaae', who rough-shoulders her way among nien and among
affairs, who finds healthy pleasure in the Jostlings of the
mob and a hearty delight in the honest, rough-and-tumble,
Anglo-Saxon give-and-take knockabout that for us means life.
Choose her, instead of the sallow, pale-faced statue crea-
ture, with the foolish tablets and foolish, upturned eyes,
and she will lead you as brave a march as ever drum tapped
to. Stay at her elbow and obey her as she tells you to open
your eyes and ears and heart, and as you go she will show
things wonderful beyond wonder in this great, new, blessed
country of ours, will show you a life untouched, untried,
full of new blood and promise and vigour." *

Borris was interested only in truth— truth free from all

artificialities, free from prudishness and sentimentality.

Then began his real work. First came his Journalistic

sketchings for The g^ve . Soon he was conducting a weekly

column, "Little Stories of the Pavements", and under this

haading many of his short stories first saw the light of

day. He began a novel for serialisation in T£e Bave en-

titled, iloran fif. the Ladv Lettv . It was at once successful

and caught the attention of the £ast. Very soon afterwards

Rorris accepted a position on the 3taff of McClura's .

Then ensued s period of feverish intensity with one

novel following another with such rapidity that there was

apparently not time to publish all of them. At any rate

this is the manner in which Charles "orris accounts for the

• Frank Horris, Ra»t«n»<MH tios q£ iL£ tiPTSlist (frrka.
Garden City, Hew York: Doubleday, Dor&n and Co., 1920),
VII, 158.



pushing a3lde of Vandover and the Brute , the greater parts

of which were written in 1894 and 1895. It was completed in

1895, having been written almost simultaneously with Mc-

Tea;rue . although the latter book Mi conceived and actually

begun at an earlier date, and finished fully two years later.

ornn o£ £h£ Lady Lettv
r in reality Korris' third novel, was

the fir9t to appear in book fona, being published in Septem-

ber 1898. Bllx. and McTeaeue followed in 1899, and A. Man's

ffoman in 1900. There seemed no room at the time for Van-

dover and the Brute . It was destined to have a queer his-

tory. In 1301 he published £h£ Qqtopus, a Storv o£ Cali-

fornia . This w;.s the first volume of a trilogy, "the epic

of the wheat" which Eorris had conceived on a grand settle.

The Pit , a. Storv pf Chic. go f the second volume of toe tri-

logy was published in 190f, and Morris' untimely death in

the same yecr cut short the writing of The flolf
f which had

been planned as the third volume. After the death of Korris

the original manuscript of Vandovnr and the Brute
r of which

no copy had ever been made, had been packed sway in a crate,

and was in storage in a warehouse in San Francisco. Certain

publishers learning of the existence of completed novel

from his pen desired to publish it. It was not known in

which crate the manuscript had been packed away and while

the manner of discovering which crate it was in was being
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discussed, the warehouse was destroyed by the earthquake and

the fire which followed. It wts thought at the time that the

crate containing the manuscript had been destroyed along with

the other contents of the building which contained it, but

about 191t or 1313 a letter was received by Charles Korris

informing bin of the fact that certain furniture and boxes

had been moved away from the warehouse just before the build-

ing caught fire. These had been transferred to a safer pi M
and when a readjustment took place, it was discovered that a

few of the crates had not been properly labelled and the

contents of one or two of them failed to identify the owner.

The manuscript of Tandover £ad XJaa 3rutg was found, but it so

happened that the signature of the title sheet had been cut

out for the sake of the autograph. The matter remained un-

settled for seven years until a Junior member of the storage

firm one day began to read the manuscript, recognized its

author's style at once, and a complete identification re-

sulted. So, at last, in 1914, twelve years after the death

of its author, Vandover ami Vis. Brute was published under

the direction of the author's brother Charles 0. Korris.

Norris was a clever, versatile writer and an independent

thinker and although we think of him as being primarily a

realist he was at the sane time incurably romantic and an

ardent follower of Zola's methods in the us© of sj
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His works show an amazing ability to employ one aethod

alone or to Join the realistic approach, with an often pro-

tracted use of symbolism and constant excursions into roman-

ticism. Mor^n ££ the I^iix Letty , is quite frankly no more

than an adventure story. The plot is pure romance f.lthough

the trer.taent is sometimes realistic. The real significance

of Idoran lies far less in the plot than in the resourceful

vigour of the author's language and his admirable accuracy

where minor details are concerned. The following passages

give excellent examples of the typ« of rer.lisn ho employed.

"The name of the bor t on which he found hioself was the
•Bertha Uillner.' She wes z two-topa : st, iS-ton keel scho-
oner, 40 feet long, carrying a large spread of sail—main-
sail, foresail, Jib, flylr.g-Jib, two gaff-topsails, and a
staysail. She «.? very dirty -.nd smelt abominably of soae
kind of :: rancid oil. Her crew were Chinamen; there was
no mate." *

"The anchor-chain, already taut, vibrated and then
cranked thru the hawse holes ?s th<? hands rose and fell at
the brakes. The anchor came home, dripping gray slime, a
nor'west wind filled the schooner's sails, a strong ebb
tide caught her underfoot." •*

Although not the best known of florris' work3, Koran

contains aany examples of the splendid type of writing which

was to bring fame to him. Few authors Indeed have been able

to write aore into a descriptive passage than Morris puts

into the following:

* frank Norrls, UQiaC of. £h£ Lady Lettv (»prks r Garden
City, New York: Doubleday, Doran and Co., 1928), p. 18S.

** Ibid., p. 190.
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"The wind blew violent and cold, the spray was flying
like icy small-shot, without intermission the 'Bertha
aillner' rolled and plunged and heaved and sank
Wilbur was drenched to the skin and sore in every Joint,
froa being shunted from rs.il to nast and from aast to rail
again. The cordage sang like harpstrings, the schooner's
forefoot crushed down into the heaving water with a hissing
like that of stead, blocks rattled, the Captain bellowed
his orders, rope-end3 flogged the holloa deck till it re-
verberated like a drua-head. The crossing of the bar was
one long half hour of confusion and discordant sound." •

McTnague is frankly brutally realistic and in the days

of its first circulation, there was considerable complaint

as to its vulgarity and the Ignorance and brutality of its

principals and their associates. "Those were the days of

transcendental perfection (on paper) throughout America I

"

It is a study of heredity and environment, symboliiing the

greed of gold and dominated throughout by the gigantic

figure of the dull and brutish dentist, ox-like, ponderous

and slow. It abounds with passages of horribleness such as

the following one describing Trina's deaths

"Trina lay unconscious, Just as she had fallen under the
last of KcTeague's blows, her body twitching with an oc-
casional hiccough that stirred the pool of blood in which
she lay face downward. Toward morning she died with a
rapid series of hiccoughs that sounded like i piece of
clockwork running down." *»

Sill, offers a sharp contrast to IcTez.eua . It is a

sparkling little love story, clean and wholesome, the

chronicle of ^n unconscious courtship between a young couple

* Horris, :ior.in of {jh^ L.idv Lettv
r p. 19£.

*» Horris, acTeacue
f p. 3^a.
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who begin by agreeing that they do not love each other and

then make the dangerous experiment of trying to be simply

and frankly good comrades. mix more than any other of his

books, is the story of Frank Horris himself—the story of

his early manhood, ne coined the word Blix himself to ex-

press the Joy and freedom and friendship of youth, and these

are the qualities he captured in the little book. He gives

to Blix, Travis Bessemer, the qualities he found in his

first love, the woman who became his wife. The book fairly

bursts with romance and abounds with passages such as the

following, --pretty, but extravagantly, almost foolishly

sentimental i

As ever, her round, strong neck was swathed high and

tight in white satin; but between the topmost fold of the

satin and the rose of one small ear-lobe was a little tri-

angle of white skin, thtt was partly her neck and partly her

cheek, and that Condry knew should be softer than down,

smoother than satin, warn and sweet and redolent as new
apples. w *

A. lula Iflaai, which ran serially in the 2aU. Francisco

nhronlcle and the Kew York Lvening 3un has for its central

figures an Arctic explorer, whose heart is divided between

two passions, his love for a woman end his ambition to reach

the North Pole; and a woman, "a man's woman", strong enough

to subordinate her own love for hia to the furtherance of

that aabition. The story abounds in dramatic situations of

Doubled
* Frank Korris, Blix (forks. Garden City, !iew York:
eday, Dorsn and Co., 19f8), p. SOI.
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an intensity sometimes bordering on the repellent. Evide-

ntly Norris plainly intended it for a "thriller", is a

narrative it fairly bursts with energy and verve, but it is

sometimes necessary for the author with his usual shrewd-

ness to divert us froa certain extravaganses of coincidence

by his special attention to technical detail.

As Rorris gained experience as a novelist he ceased to

be interested in romance and adventuring alone, and as he

proceeded further with his experiments in realism his whole

literary conception took on grand proportions. His literary

plans became epic in their scope. He planned a trilogy that

was to tell the story of the wheat and which was to exceed

the continents in its bounds, while the trilogy treating the

battle of Gettysburg which Korris is said to have had in

mind was to be the epic of our Cl-ril War. We can only con-

jecture as to how successful he would have been with the

latter as he died before a line of it had been written. In

the trilogy of the wheat I'orris outlined his plan in the

Preface to Tha Octopus as follows:

The Trilogy of the Epic of the Wheat will include the
following novels; Jiia ^Jagus. £ £jfcflrv oX California tb&
Eli, a story of. Chicago; Iha £glf, a storv q! :*irope . The
first novel, d& Octopus , deals with the war between the
wheat grower and the Railroad Trust; the second, Jhji Plt

f
will be the fictitious narrative of a •deal' in the Chicago
wheat pit; while the third, JQift Wolf f will probably huve
for its pivotal episode the relieving of a famine in an Old
World community."
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The wolf Is said to have been partially planned by

ITorris but his early death prevented the actual writing of

It.

The Octopus , la a story of the great open spaces, of

the groat »heat valleys of California and of the evils

brought Into fars life by the railroad. It is epic In Its

breadth and It Is quite evident thet Korris allowed hiaself

to be carried away by the grandness of his these, tolling

acres of golden ripe grain, a fertile land producing to

excess—and then tho tragedy wrought by the Southern Pacific

Railroad—san's self-Bade aachlnery of economic depression.

In chooslns this thssaia Horris not only hit upon I subject

pertinent and such discussed, but also one of which the

facts wore well known and of a nature to appeal to his own

Imagination. Indeed, herein lies a part of the weakness of

the treatment. Korris allows his sympathies to bs aroused

end i.s becoaes the propagandist—the very thing he had

criticized in Zola.

"Unskillfully treated, the story say dwindle down and
degenerate into sere special pleading, and th* novelin be-
coaes a polemicist, a pamphleteer, forgetting that although
his first consideration is to prove his MM, Bla bo
be living huaan beings, not statistics, and that his tools
are not figures, but pictures of life as ha sees It.

"Consider tho reverse—P^condl to
f
for Instance. II

purpose for which Zola wrote tho book ran away with his. He
really did cure ooro for the depopulation of Frr-nce than he

,
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did for his work. Result—sermons on the fruitfulness of
women, special pleading, a farrago of dry, dull incidents,
overburdened and collapsing under the weight of a theme that
should have intruded only indirectly." *

It is true that Norris never degenerates into the cere

"pamphleteer", but on the other hand he is never quite able

to achieve the omor&l attitude. He concerned himself more

and mora with ethical values as is increasingly evident in

The Octopus and The Pit . The Octopus contains some of

Eorris' best work as well as some of his very poorest. More

than ever symbolism intrigued him and hi3 protracted use of

it. is often times a source of weakness rather than of

strength. Any mention of the railroad was the signal for a

symbolistic passage such as this:

"It was as though the State had been sucked white and
colourless, and against this pallid background the red
arteries of tho monster stood out, swollen with life-blood,
reaching out to infinity, gorged to bursting; and excres-
cence, a gigantic parasite fattening upon the life-blood of
en entire commonwealth." **

And the wheat too alt/ays called for symbolism.

"You are dealing with forces, young sen, when you speak
of wheat, and the Railroads, not with men. There is the
Wheat, the supply. It must be carried to feed the People.
There i3 the demand. The Wheat is one force, the Railroad
another, and there is the law that governs them—supply and
demand. Hen have only little to do in the whole busi-
ness." ***

* Norris, tiespopalbllUles el, iii£ i.oyelist, p. 2*
** Frank Morris, The Octopus (TIew l'orkt Doubleday, Page

and Co., 1909), p. 289.
*** Ibid., p. 576.
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^Hen were naught, death m naught, life was nought}
FORCii only existed—FORGB that brought eaen into the world,
FOKCli that crowded then out of it to nuke my for the
succeeding generations, FOriCo that made the wheat grow,
FOaCi-j that gc.rnered it froa tho soil to give place to MM
succeeding crop." *

lh«ther or not I.'orrls* rapid rate of turning out

fiction wr.s tailing on the quality of his output or whether

his constant fight to overcome the opposition to reall3a

—

an opposition which had gradually given way before the

onslaught of the Journalistic realists, had weakened his

powers, the f«ct remains thct his literary conception wa3

undergoing I ch-oige. Sentiaental passages such as the

following could never reflect credit on a aaa of Morris*

caliber:

"Around her beautiful neck, sloping to her shoulders
with full, graceful curves, Lovii lay encircled like a
necklace—Love that was beyond words, sweet, breathed fror.

her parted lips. Fran her white, large araa downward to
her pink finger-tips—Love, an invisible electric fluid,
disengaged itself, subtle, alluring. In the velvety husV:l-
nes3 of her voice, Love vibrated like a note of unknown
anisic." •*

M : -in, the following is : "teir-wrinfM* tt MM

Hollywood varietyi

"Hy Oott, oh, I go erzzy brotty soon, I guess. I
cen»t hellup you. I can't ged you noddings to ect, nodd-
ir.gs, noddir.gs. Hilda, we gorar. to die togaddor. r>ut der
anas around oe, soh, tighd, laddie babby. *e gowun to die.

* Korria, jBlii UctWBUS, P. 634.
** ibid., p. 4D7.



we gowun to vind Popper. Se aindt gowun to be hungry any
noro." *

Bueh less often thrn In McTeague and V^ndovar a^d 5b&

Brqte. doos Morris fall Into the stark re.'.lisa of his earlier

forks. In The ctonus , realise- such as the followln - la the

exception rather than the rule:

"One leg of his trousers was sopited through and through
with blood. His eyes were half-closed, ?nd with the
regularity of a machine the eyeballs twitched zjxt twitched.
His face was so white that it made his yellow hair look
brown, while from his opened aouth there issued th:t loud
and terrible sound of guttering, raspin?, laboured breath-
ing that gagged and choked and gurgled with every inha-
lation. »*

But after all, one soor. forgets all tills. Tt\<i tre-

mendous thesis of the trilogy asserts itself and Morris

wields his usual power. The episodes are told with a

gripping, compelling emotion—the plunge of the Pacific

fast train through the flock of sheep on the track; the

chase of the deposed engineer, Dykej the death of the rail-

road representative, Behrman, drowned in the wheat from his

own elevator. And F.L. Pattee csks, "Hhet r^ovsl written in

Aaeric;. before 1900 comes nearer being the 'great American

novel* than TtiS. Octopus?"

Of all Norris' fiction, Ifc£ £i£ *s perhaps the so3t

conventional. The choice of subject doubtless rendered the

conventional treatment a necessity, but like Garland's,

* Horris, The Octopus , p. 610.
** Ibid., pp. 5£7-5::3.
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Norris' rebellion seems to here failed. He was seemingly

unable to sustain the mood th.it had evolved BcTeapue and

V:jidoyer . XM Ell is the story of a wheat "deal" In the

Chicago wheat pit. Curtis Jadwln, a suicessful niddle-aged

business man—one who never speculate,!, Barries Laura Dear-

born. In his desire to accumulate a huge fortune for Laura,

Jadwln starts to speculate on the wheat market. He is

successful and the speculative fever gradually masters him

to the exclusion of everything else, even interest in his

beautiful young wife. Finally Jadwln succeeds in "corner-

ing" the wheat market, a feat seldom accomplished but the

collapse of the market brings financial ruin to him and to

his friends. He realises thet his obsession with manipulat-

ing the market has brought about the death of his best

friend, Charley Cresslar, the ruination of his own health,

the breaking up of his home and worst of all he almost loses

his wife to the r.rtlst, Sheldon Corthell.

At no point does The 211 ever reflect great credit on

Borris. Its characters are all commonplace, its situations

trite and only some traces of the author's earlier brilliant

style save it from utter commonness. There is no grandness

of either theme or treatment .:nd these are the two elements

without which Korris is not Norris. In Jfce. Egw. American

Literature, Pattee says of hint



"With Norris however, one is inclined to feel that the
end came not too soon if he was to be reckoned among the
leaders of his period. From the moment he reached New York
City more and more in his work are to be found symptoms of
surrender. 'Hew York,' Ambrose Blerce once wrote, 'is
cocaine, opium, hashish."

Puttee cites Morris' own story Dying Fires, as emblem-

atic of his career as an author. Young Overbeck, the

central figure of the story, Fattee likens to Sorris him-

self, living vitally in too great Best, knowing and under-

standing the life of the mountains, of the plains, of hard-

ships and rough-and-tumble existence.

"This life, tumultuous, headstrong, vivid in color,
vigorous in action, was bound together by the railro; d,
which not only made a single comaunity out of all that part
of the east slope of the Sierras' s foothills, but contri-
buted its own life as well—the life of oilers, engineers,
switchmen, estinghouses, waitresses and cashiers, "lady"
operators, conductors." *

This was the type of thing young Overbeck knew about

and it was the kind of thing he could write about but

sophistication came upon him when he moved to New York.

"By rapid degrees young Overbeck caught the lingo of
the third-raters . He could talk about 'tendencies' and the
•influence of reactions' An anticlimax was the one
unforgivable sin under heaven, t. mixed metaphor made him
wince, and a split infinitive hurt him like a blow." »

But as Overbeck' s sophistication increased his powers

decreased. He finished his novel but its end was a de-

crescendo effect—art was there but life had departed.

* Frank Horris, "Dying Fires," from 2hji Third Circle
2J2A QthJr Jtorios (I, aw iork: J«ta UM .Jo., lj "':.,).
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•The golden apples, that hcd bean his for the stretch-
ing of the hand, he h:d flung froo him. Tricked, trapped,
exploited, he had prostituted the great good thing that had
been his by right divine, for the privilege of eating husks
with swine." *

To be sure, Morris suffered no such loss of power as

did young Overbook but his progress w^s towsrd rather than

away from conventionality. Indeed, JM £11 resembles both

in these and treatment, Biih. UiS. Procession and the &La£ fi£

Silas Laphrui p much more than it does Horris' early novels

of adventure or the naturalistic McTeaeue and v.mdover.

v^ndover ^nd tha Brute is no less revolting in its

realism than UcTaaeue . Indeed there is ample evidence that

these two novels were conceived in the same period. They

represent Norris' contribution to Naturalism. The theme of

T.-jidover is revealed in the title. It is a story of the

warring of the two n&tures of man. In the end the Brute

predominates, till the naked man, completely reverted, is

on all fours, padding up and down his room. It is a study

in will. Tandover, weak, yielding, creature of impulse,

might have willed himself into an environment which would

have allowed him to develop his evident artistic talent;

instead he allows the sensual in his nature to predominate

and sink3 lower and lower. Ro author has pictured more

horribly the complete degeneration of character than

* Fr:<nK- Morris, "Eying Fires," from J2i& Third Circle
and Ofeier Stories (New Xork: John Lane .Co., 1309)

.
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lonria In dw ling with Vandovar. 9u MMMM described

In tas follosing p^ss^ges, once re--.: r«r M fDTgPtteai

"The g&Kc ended In a quarrel, Vandovor, vary drunk,
and exasperated at his 111 luck accusing his friend Toedt,
the MKWr, of charting. Toedt kickad his in the stonich
and asde hln abonlnably sick. Then they went away and left
fatmr aline la tha lltttl dirv -'»-", . alto nausea,
very drunk, fallen forward upon the table crying into his
MLMd krae* .'.fter a Ufetle ha -.rant to sl->o.">, mt the
nausea continued nevertheless, and in a few nonenta he g&g-
^ad sa4 vo.uitcd. He novs.- DO»w4. !e RM too bRBft to

His hands and his coct-sleeves, the table all about hln,
ram foul as,;-oaJ words, but he si-apt on in the wldst ot it
all, inert, stupefied, a great swans of flies buzzing about
hia !ie-i •'.'- free." *

"V^adover was do«r» la the ti-aeaent filli::? ;. ten I

with the odds Mid ends of rubbish loft by the previous
tvBsataj tffokwa bottles, old corr.sta, bonas, ru3ty aad-
springs. The dead hen he had taken out first of all, carry-
ing it ey |ani? lag. It **s gruaso«3 horror, partly «3ton
by rats, swollen, sbnonaally heavy, one side flattened froa
lyin^ so long i-pon the floor." **

"Tha sinic pip-aa «3ra oa closa abovs hia that he was
obliged to crouch lower and lower; at length he lay flat
upon his 3tomaah. MM la tha filth under tha sin's, in the
sour water, the grease, the refuse, he groped about with his

id searching for tae soue thing grey that tha burnisher's
wife had seen. He found it end drew it out. It was an old
haabone uoverod with a greenish fuzz." >»*

It is aaay to perceive after reading the novel, how

the story ran away froa its .uthor. Parrlngton refers to it

as, "An unfinished work—but a huge and terrible torso".

The whole conception of the book is too big. The dominant

* Frank Morris, v ndovur ,-.nd the iJm£o ( works
f Garden

City, flew Yorki Doubleday, Dorsn -Jid Co., ls;8), p. 297.
»* Ibid., p. 304.
*»* Ibid., p. 306.
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idea evidently possessed the author to the exclusion of the

less important details of the plot. The influence of Zola

is erident throughout, as is also Sorris' utter sincerity.

Indeed there is no better example than ynndovor. of what

Morris had in Bind when he wrote years l&ter in an essay

entitled, JJj£ True Howard a£ £• Hovellst . "Once aore we

halt upon the great word--sincerity, sincerity, and again

sincerity. Let the #riter attack his. . . .novel with

sincerity and he cannot then go wrong Ills public

may be saall, perhaps, but he will have the better reward

of the knowledge of a thing well done."

Almost never did Horrls write less than brilliantly

and here he covers the deficiencies of a weak plot with a

writing style end craftsmanship which makes the reader for-

get all else. He was a man who had a vast appreciation for

the dynamic force of words and he seemed always able to

bend then to his own uses. He saw life as it was in his

day, earnest and pulsating, and he courageously regarded the

function of the novel aa something higher than a mere pas-

time for the casual reader, liuch of his independence is

doubtless due to his journalistic training and the ex-

periences incidental to it. Of the writers who helped to

forn hla, Kipling is one of the most obvious. His literary

creed was of course realism but paradoxical as it may seem

.



there is an obstinpts r.treak of romanticism running thru

much of his work. This seems to be his bssottins sin, so

to speak. As a disciple of Zola and de Maupassant, he

adheres doggedly to the blunt truth and at times is brutally

outspoken, never softening ;: thought where he conceives it

as essential to the fidelity of his picture. But occasion-

ally this clear vlsioned writer will perversely sacrifice

not only truth but even verisiEili tude for the sake of a

melodramatic 3tage effect, even at the risk of "an anti-

climax worthy of Dickens", as Mr. Howells has characterised

the closing scene in HMM wherein ScTeague finds him-

self handcuffed to the dead Iiarcu3, stranded, alone, water-

less, in the alkali flats of Death Yalley. However, in

spite of his romantic 'streak Horrls is a realist by instinct

as well as by creed, but like Zola he uses realism with a

half-unconscious sytebolisa underlying It. For instance the

symbol In McTeaeue is the spirit of greed represented by

gold. We find hia working this symbolistic device almost

threadbare. We find it flr3t in the lottery pri»e which

Trlna wins; l:.ter in the hu£9 gilded tooth so dear to the

dentist's heart; in the Jew, Zerkow, "the lian with the

Rake, groping hourly in the muck heap of the city for gold,

for gold, for gold}" in the visionary gold dl3hes of the

half-mad Marie Hacapa's fancy; and finally in the gold coins

over which Trina gloated, and which finally lured HcTeague
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and his eneay Marcus to their doom In tho de3ert. Again

and again in Tho Qctnau::
r
wherein Norrls resorted more suid

aore to symbolism, the railroads are symbolised aa huge

blood-sucking nonster3 devouring the country.

"Between thea and the vision, between the fecund San
Joaquin reeking with fruitfulness, and the Billions of Asia
crowding toward the verge of starvation, lay the iron-
hearted sonster of steel and steam, implacable, insatiable,
huge—it3 entrails gorged with the life-blood that it
sucked from an entire commonwealth, its ever hungry maw
glutted with the h^r/63t3 thi.t should have fed the famished
bellies of the whole world of the Orient." *

Horris showed but little interest in psychological

problems—in introspective men and neurotic women, the

product:- of our modern complex civilixation. Osu^lly his

characters ere too simple, too direct, too primitive, to

allow for the psychological treatment which later became so

popular as a novelistic method. Few if any of his charac-

ters are bothered with over-refinement of sentiment. They

are for the most part norm&l beings with a healthy aniaality

about them, rugged and rough m6r. and dauntless, self-suf-

ficient, woaen. His favorite male characters are most often

cast in a giant mould, big of bone and strong of sinew, and

his woaen are often shockingly largo and masculine. In

dealing with women it was Eorri3' delight to dwell mainly

on physical attributes. He apparently never wearied of

describing their features, the colour of their hair and

* Morris, the Octopus , p. 522.
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eyas said never did ho ovorlosk "the odour of their neck and

arms, their whole sweat personality". When he writes of

*omen he is hopelessly romantic, even sentimental. Kothing

of Dreiser tbout Eorria whore femininity is concsrnedl

Tonon's hair seems to fascinate Mb almost to the point of

becoming an obsession. He dwells upon it constantly,

linseringly; it is the stock charm of all his herolno:; from

Koran to Trlna.

MM was aa trig and trim and crisp as a crack yacht;
not a pin was loos?, not a sea? tfa t tti not foil in its
precise right line; and with every movement there oaanated
froE her a barely per-ceptlble rtellclous feminlno odw--
an odour that was in part perfume, but mostly subtle,
vagus smell ehtnlMJ beyond words, that MM fifM *"?? tali,
her neck her arms—her whole sweet personality."

Koran Sternerson ir Hcrsr. of thp I.adi' Lettv has "an

enormous mane of rye-coloured hair". Travis Bessemer, in

fill* has yellow heir, "not golden nor flaxen, but plain

honest yellow". Lloyd Searight in A u«n«« |MJ»J has auburn

hair, "a veritable glory { a dull red flame, that bore back

from her face in one grand, solid roll, dull red like cop-

per or old bronro, thick, heavy, almost gorgeous in its

sombre radiance". Delicate Trina UcTeague has "heaps and

heaps of blue-black coils and braids, a roy. 1 crown of

swarthy bands, u veritable sable tiara, her.vy abundant,

odorous". It is not alone the scent of feminine hair ai.d

* Korris, Rlix
r p. 101.
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neck mad mtma so ibid) Mrli loves ta SMUj nails of all

wrM ssea to tetffjpi Mi ia mix , ihe ffntnttr (Mrftav

suggests "sandalwood, puck, incense, oil sad tie smell of

mysterious cookery". 2c?ei£ue'3 dental parlours exhale "a

mingled odour of bedding, creosote and a tier", and in 4

iJan'g MMH - Sliapso into Bennett's tsnt in tiia Arctic

givas tiiis impression:

tb» tent was full of foul smells; the smell of drugs
and of mouldy gunpowder, the smell of dirty rags, of un-
washed bodies, the smell of stale smoke, of scorching seal-
skin, of soaked nd rattling canTss that exhaled from the
tent cover—every smell but that of food."

Horris is never &a convincing M when he is depicting

the physical side of life, the smells and sounds aid testes

of the external world around us. He seems to recognize

the important part that the senses still play in our xodern

social life, and delights in pointing out that in spite of

our boasted civilization man is still very near the primi-

tive stage. He loves to face primitive forces in either

man or nature and hi3 greatest strength doubtless lies in

depicting life, men, and nature on a gigantic scale. He

has turned instinctively to the wildest of regions, the

alkali waste of Death Valley, where "the very shadows shrank

away, hiding under sage bushes"; the limitless desolation

of the Arctic regions where "the illimitable waste of land,

ragged, grey, h-Tsh, snow and ice and rock, rock and ice
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and snow, stretched -iw.-.y there under the aoabre sky forever

and forever"; and ha delights in the stora tossed expanse

of e foaialng sea whore "the wind blew violent and sold, the

spray was flying like icy snail-shot." On ths other hand

ho gives further proof of the greatness of his talents in

bis ability tc gr:.sp and depict r.lmost equally well the

physiognoiay of s street or of s rooa, so as to give you the

illusion that you oust yourself h:ve known them well in

some unrenambered period of the past. The 3esseaier»s stiff

little parlour in Biii, McTeague's dantal rooas with th«

atone rug -dag, the steel engraving, and the bird in its

gilded cage are good examples. TJis description of hotel

room which .".ppearinj first us a seps.rnte sketch was lat«r

incorporated into Vendovor £q* £fc£ I-rute renders an acute

impression on the reader almost h»untin3 in its intensity

and persistence.

"But the interior of the room presented the usual
dreary aspect of the hotel tedroom— cheerless, laisenteble.
The walls were white-washed and bare of pictures or orna-
ment?, end the floor wes covered with a dull red carpet.
The furniture Mf a »3et', all the pieces having a family
resemblance. Or entering, one saw the bed striding attaint*
the right-hand wall, a huge double bed with the name of
the hotel o- ttn confr? of its spread md ^illovr r-3^%. In
the exact center of the room underneath the gas fixture was
Mm c?nter-fbls, -and upos it pltcv.?r of ics-w-t.-r. V~.*
blank, white aonotony of one side of the rooa wa3 glared
open by tha rrTtr sat BsctvlplMa, ire-. misted vf-ck,
while on the mantlepiece itself stood a little porcelain
Qatchsafe, with ribbed sides in the forn of a truncated
cone. Precisely opposite the chimney was the bureau,
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flanked on one side by the door of the closet, ani or. the

other iii the corner of the rocn by tha stationary vrashstand

slth its new cake of soap fr.d its three clean glossy towels.

On the tfall to thu loft of the door sras the electric hall
and the directions for using it, cz.a tacked upon the; door
itself curd as to the hours for na^-ls, the rules of the
hotel and ttM attract of the code defining the liabilities
of innkeepers, all printed in bright red. Everything was
cloan, defiantly, aggressively, clocn, rmd there was i clean
sacll of ni* soap in the k&r*

"iut 11H room was hare of any personality. Of the

hundreds who had llTed there, perhapu suffered ^nd died
there, not a trace, not a suggestion regained; their dif-
ferent characters had not left the least impress upon its
air or appearance. Only a few hairpins srere scattered on
the bottom of one of the bureau drawers, and two forgotten
(aedioino bottles still remained upon the top shelf of the
clos.. i..

; ' *

It is difficult to say exactly how raany ye?rs tha Hew

England school dominated MM entire range of American

literary output. Obviously the years of its domination were

too aany find the net result as far as fiction was concerned

was a set of strictures limiting, polishing, ?nd rafloSaf

it to, -nd beyond tr.c joint of UfvtespMMU Fiction was

narrovstl down to I veritable cult to be practice? by the

few, tho aesthetes* the litertry aristocracy and in H

hands of these elect ''literature" waa allo*ed to iQf&K 6t

life". In truth the novel should tsr-ch us to see life,

but under the Haw 2n£l;-ad tsflucncw life was oh.cer.-ed fivi

the studio window rather than In the highways and byways of

the world. Hovels were filled with laboratory experinents

• Rorris, Vondover ifli the Smts, pp. :.36-£S7.
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In enotion, and their pages were 3tuffed with artificial

hunens with consciences, all busy and heatod with arti-

ficial activities and given to "emoting" upon the slightest

pretext. Janes certainly was not free froa sush weaknesses.

Then too, his style hampered hin—it was too fine for handl-

ing the coarsenesses of connon, everyday life. Howells was

aloof—too such the onlooker—-never a part of the struggling

nass of "brood-hunters", whitman and Wiltoan alone was the

Godfather of all that was virile in the new literature

aovenent. He it was who cried out for hard words, harsh

words, great, crude words to fit the emotions of the gro: t

"unwashed". Polite convention was poison to hin. To Whit-

nan, the people cane out of the dirt, and everything caw*

out of the people—not educated people. Just people. Life

was rew, emotions were crude and unrestrained; good and bad

existed side by side, and fine words and polished phr.ses

could not tell the whole tale. Kow, it is evident that the

new literary leader could not cone fros the Hew England

circle. Hie New Uan must be free froa inhibitions, re-

straints, polite literary practices, and above all, any

sense of obligation toward the past. Perhaps Frank Ilorris

cane as near to fulfilling the reguireaent3 of a leader a»

anyone we could nention. He was An innovator by training

as well as by temperament. He was free froa the t;ew England
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"taint" and he was unlocalized. Fron the very first ho

considered himself as a lender—o leador in the search for

Truth. Sincerity ?J>d Truth were the twin foundations of

his creed.

"And when the last page is written end the ink crusts
on the pen point and the hungry presses go clashing after
another writer, tho 'new man* and tha now fashion of the
hour, he (tho sincere author) will thin',: of the gria, long
grind, of the years of his lifo thit he Ml rut behind hin
and of his work that he tu'.s built up voluna by volu^j,
sincere work, telling the truth as he 3aw it, independent
of fashion end the gallery E°ds» holding to these with grip-
ped hands and shut teeth—ho will think of .'11 this, then,
r.nd he will be able to say: *1 newer truckled; I never
took off tivj hat to F shi or. und held it out for pennies*
By Oodt 1 told then tho truth. They liked it or they
didn't like it. Vihat h;.d that to do with no? I told them
the truth; I know it for tho truth then, and I know it for
the truth now.' And that is his reward— tho bast th.-t

MB >ay know; tho only one worth the striving for." •

* Fr ink Horris, Lssay, Tha True fiewar4 of tha Tiovallnt .
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t&tiO. MOHiUii, 1S70-I90£

Beading List

Yvernelle (romantic narrative poes), 1892

Moran of the Lady Letty, 1398

Bllx, 1899

Jo-Ieaguo, a Story of San Francisco, 1899

A Man's 'JSoaan, 1900

The Octopus, a Story of California, 1901

The Pit, a Story of Chicago, ISO:

The Responsibilities of Hh Novelist and other Literary

Assays, 1903

A Deal in Sheet rjid Othar Stories, 1903

The Joyous :iiraclo, 1906

The Third Circle, 1909

Yandover and the Brute, 1914

Collected Writings, 19£8

In 1903 the complete works of Frank Korris were pub-

lished in the Golden Gtte Edition. This edition included

only the works through H|—IM Li ties q£ OlS. frovsllsii-

From time to tiao ;.ftcr this so-called "coaplete edition"

the remaining volumes were published. In 1928 Doubleday,

Doran and Company published a complete edition cont; ining

everything previously published and in addition tho volume

Collected irlUnaa.
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ST2PHSH CHAHE

The first Stephen Crane in America is said to have come

to Jla3sachusett3 from island in 1635. On Koveaber 1, 1S71,

the Stephen Crane of literary fame Bad* his appearance

as the fourteenth and la3t child of Jonathan Townly Crane,

D.D. The male ancestors of the Crane family had bsen

soldiers and clergymen and an earlier Gtephen had signed the

Declaration. 5?as it. any wonder that Stephen was an honored

name in tho Crane family? .'Jid what more naturrl thau that

it should be bestosed upon toe youngest of the clergyman's

family. There were eight older children living when Stephen

was bom, and it is not surprising that he became the pet of

the family. As youngster, he was not strong, but fn-il

and rather quiet. The Crane family had lone been attached

to the st.it-- of Me* Jerrey, and when in 1874 Dr. Crane's

time was up at the ciiurch in Kewark, where Stophen had been

born, it was only natural that the family should desire to

remain in its beloved state. Aa a consequence the family

sovod to Bloorslngton >
T .J., on tho fiaritan river and in 1876

they again moved, this time to Patterson. In 1879 Dr. Crane

became the Methodist minister in Port Jervis just over the

border in New York state and it was in Port Jervis that

Stephen first started to school, at the age of eight. His
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delicate health had up until that fciaa kept aim from attend-

ing school, but once started he aade rapid progress through

the first t*o grades, spurred on ::s he w;.s, by the humili-

ation of being in a class of five nd six year old "infants"

os he called them. Jonathan Crrjie died while Stephen was

still a little lad ..nd the aemory of his father's funeral

and the feel of the cold silver handle of the coffin aade an

impression of horror on the boy's mind which he never com-

pletely succeeded in throwing off. In his own wordst "We

tell kids that heaven is Just ccross the gapin* gr^ve and

all that bosh and then scare then to glue with flowers and

white sheet3 and hymns. We ought to be crucified for itl

.... I have forgotten nothing about this, not a damned

iota, not a shred."

In 1883 Mrs. Crane moved the regaining part of her

family to Asbury Park, Kew Jersey. Stephen's reading tastes

at that time ran to stories of war ;:nd adventure, and his

brother Edmund fed the flame of his desire with volume after

volume of Harry Castleaan's "Frank* series. Tnese were

tales about a boy in the *ar, written by Castleman es-

pecially for boys. It seems that iary Crane was herself

somewhat literary, and after the death of hor husband and

her removal to Asbury Park she wrote articles for iethodist

papers and reported Asbury Park local news for a New York

H
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and a Philadelphia poper. She «as * very religious and

public apirited woaan, and the last years of her lifo were

stimulated by her .ctive participation in the fight to pro-

hibit the sale of alcohol to children in Eew Jersey. She

was not, as she has sometines been pictured, a religious

fanatic.

Stephen's interest, centered itself on words r,nd base-

ball, .'.t fourteen ho had difficulties with his algebra at

school, but his memory of words was little short of phenome-

nal. He shared the secret ssbitions of most adveaiturous

red-blooded schoolboys in their aiddle teens—lie wanted to be

a professional ball-player and strongly desired to enlist in

the amy. His ability M a ball-player Bade him eainent in

the Hudson ftiver Institute at Claversck fiew York, which be

attended from Febliury 1367 through the spring of 1886.

Curing the suauner of 1888 he worked for his brother, Town-

ley, collecting news items for Townley's preps bureau. In

1890 he spent two terms At Lafayette College where he bm

remembered as air.ther pleasant led, more interested in base-

ball and boxing than in •:.. ^eaic pursuits. In 1391 Townlfey

Crane secured for his young brother a job as correspondent

to the Kew iojei; Tribune in the town of Syracuse, where

Stephen entered Syracuse University. Ele entered as

engineering student but soon changed to "belles lettres."
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It seeas his desire was to become a writer but his interest

in baseball had never flagged ,'jid he played shortstop on the

college team. And more than that, he was elected its cap-

tain. His mother had died Just previous to this time and

Stephen was "on his own". All in all he found college too

confining and the police court much aore interesting. With-

out finishing his course he left Syracuse University in

June 1891—done forever irith things academic. Someone has

said of his stay at Syracuse: "He soon proved himself to be

unstudious, brilliant, volatile, entertaining, end giftedly

profane. He was at th^t time in years about nineteen and in

worldly experience about eighty-seven." *

The autumn of 1891 found Crane living with his brother

Edmund at Lakeview, Hew Jersey, but making trips into New

York almost daily with the hope of finding a place on the

S*» York Herald . Daytimu found him lounging in some obscure

out-of-the-iay Bowery hang-out while night after night ha

called on liiss Helen Trent, a beautiful but unsuccessful

contralto. Perhaps he fell in love with her after the

fashion of a nineteen year old—at least the announcement of

her approaching marriage to a young doctor came as a severe

bloa to the first romance of his life. Crane did obtain a

•Practically all of the material for this short sketch
of the early life of Stephen Crane was taken from Stephen
Crane , by Thomas Beer.
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place as a reporter on the Sew York Herald and January 1692

found him sharing a room with some younr tctor an -r*st £3rd

Street. His Job wri3 reporting but his chief interest in

life was the Bowery which had becoue one of the "show places"

of the city. Kew York had grown almost proud of this dis-

trict of tawdry streets, tough saloons and commercialized

vice. The nane "Bowery" had come to be inclusive; it sig-

nified e district, a social class, a certain dialect and In

reality, incredible debauchery. To Crane the Bowery was the

only Interesting place in New York and he was going to write

book i' bout it, aid shew how its people lived and what they

thought. Sobody up until that time had written anything

sincere about It or its people. Ths Bowery was supposed to

be funny. Comedians aped its dress ?.nd speech, but no one

seemed to take it seriously. So, the first fruit of Crane's

life in Kew York was Maggie ; a Girl a£ J&£ Streets . It is

said he showed the manuscript, then nameless and with the

characters also nameless, to his boyhood friend Willis HcHarg

with the explanation that he had written it in two dsys be-

fore Christmas 1891. It struck McH-irg as queer that no

oter in the story had a name and the bald story of a

girl seduced by a bartender and the use of "God Dacint" ap-

pealed to him as impossibly accurate. HcHarg was right when

he predicted that nobody would print such a story. By
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February Stephen had Introduced some names into the story

and his brother William bad given it a name which stuck

—

Haggle ; a. Girl g£ £h£ Streets . The same month saw Stephen

fired from the Herald . His 3hort tern with the Herald was an

accurate prophecy of his whole career as a Journalist, fie

could write but he could not report. What is more he would

not even try to report. Rich-.rd v.atson Gilder editor of

The Century turned down haggle for that magaxlne on Karch '-3,

189£, and for a time thereafter the manuscript roi aad the

offices of various magazines. Stephen in this interim be-

came a free-lance writer, sending sketches to the See York

Tribune and helping his brother Townley gather notes for his

news bureau. In November he borrowed a thousand dollars

froa his brother William, went Into the City, signed a state-

ment that ha was twenty-one years old, and left the revised

manuscript of Haggle In the hands of a firm of religious and

medical printers for printing. The name of this firm, the

original printers of this American forerunner of naturr.lisra

seems to ba lost forever. Hot even Crane's name appeared on

the ugly yellow paper cover of the book, but Instead, the

pseudonym "Johnston Smith", as Crane said, "the stupidest

name in the world." The bill for printing eleven hundred

copies was $869 and the book was put on sale at "50 cents"

according to the note in the right hand upper corner of the
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refused to take copies. Brentano's are said to have taken

twelve copies and returned all but two of them. Book buyers

took no notice of Maggie r
and the press either ignored or

condemned the author. Some of the paper covered copies went

to light a fire, and Stephen went into a period of self-

lmposed semi-starvation. (The irony—in 1S30 a presentation

copy of Haggle sold for 32700 and en ordinary first edition

of the paper covered volume brings $2100.) Ho could have

stayed with William or l^mund until he had somehow estab-

lished himself, but his family knew little of his diffi-

culties, and his independence took a bent somewhat savage in

its self-punlshsent. These were gloomy days in the old

building of the Art Students 1 League where Crane lived with

a group of art students. As Hamlin Garland said, "They

slept on the floor, dined on buns and sardines and painted

on towels and wrapping paper for lack of canvas, 'all dream-

ing blood-red dreams of fame.'"

About this tine Crane met Hamlin Curland who at once

recognized his talent, loaned him a little money, fed hla,

and above all encouraged him. On Garland's suggestion a

copy of Maggie was sent to Howells and through the help of

Garland, Crane sold a sketch or two. Howells, it seems, was

pletsed with Maggie and endeavored to get Henry Harper to
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have the book reprinted In a more becoming manner. Howells

Invited Crane to dine with him and introduced him to the

other guests with, "Hero is a writer who has sprung into

life fully anaed." Such praise fron Howells was more than

food and drink to the young reali3t. It is said that after

the dinner was over Howells read some of Emily Dickinson's

poems aloud, introducing them to Crane for the first time.

They became the inspiration for Crane's first volume of

verse, Black Riders and Other Lines . The combined efforts

of Howells, Garland and Crane did not aid the sale of Uag-

gle . although in Hay 1893 there w. s a possibility that the

Philadelphia Press might take it as a serial. The prospect

died on its feet and with it Crane's hope of receiving one

hundred dollars for the serial rights. In The Arena for

June 1893, Hamlin Garland wrote what was probably the first

review of Uaggle :

It is a story which deals with vice and poverty and
crime—not out of curiosity—not out of salaciousness— but
because of a distinct art-impulse to utter in truthful
phrase certain rebellious cry. It is the voice of the
slums. The young author, Stephen Crano, is a native of Hew
lork City and has grown up in the very scenes he has de-
scribe v His book is the most truthful and the most un-
hackneyed story of the slums I have ever re3d—fragment
though it is. It has no conventional phrases. It gives the
dialect of the people as I have never before seen it written,
crisp, direct, terse. It is another locality finding voice.
Mr. Crane is but twenty-one years of ;:ge.«

On Howells 1 suggestion, copies of the paper bound volume

were sent to Dr. Parkhurst and another minister who was
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supposed to be interested in conditions in tho slums. T:c

replies were received from either of these honored gentle-

man. A copy of Haggle addressed to Rev. Thongs Dixon has

been preserved and theso words aru to be found written

across the ugly yellow coven "It is inevitable that this

book will greatly shock you, but continue, pray, with great

courage to the end, for it tries to sho*s that environment is

h treaendous thing in this world and often shapes liv93 re-

gsriles3ly. If one could prove that theory, one would stake

rooa in heavea for all sorts of souls (notebly an occusior.„l

street girl) who are not confidently expected to be ther-3 by

*»oay people."

rho conception of Jie..ven and hell entertained by the

churchmen and good folk of 1693 always excited a great scorn

in Crans, c scorn which he was always core than willing to

put into words, -lore than a little of it crept into

as can be soon froa the following passages:

"A reader of the word3 of wind dsoons sight have been
able to soa tha portions of :; ttalAgM pass to an1 fro be-
tsaen the exhortcr end his hearers.

'¥ou z.va Daaned,* said the preacher. And the render of
sounds night have seen the reply go forth froa the ragged
peoples •Uhere's our soup?*" »

"Suddenly she (Baggie) eaae upon a stout gentloaan in a
3ilk h-t nnd chaste black cor.t, whose decorous row of
buttons reached froa his chin to his knees. Ih« girl had
heard of the grace of God rnd she decided to approach this

• Stephen Crone, U.i»gl<n a Oirl al ihs. Streets (l 3t ed.j
lev York: ippleton and Co., 1890) p. CO.

llM
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"His beaming, chubby face w«s a picture of benevolence
and kind heartedness. His oyes shone good will.

"But M the girl timidly accosted him, he made a con-
vulsive isovement and saved his respectability by a vigorous
3ide step. Ho did not risk it to save o soul. For how was
he to know that there was a soul before his tfemt r.eeJed

saving?" •

These 3erai-poetlc conceptions do nothing to hide the

irony end bittor scorn in the author's aind, indeed, if any-

thing they emphasize it.

A note to a Hrs. armstrong dated April :.*, 1692., from

whom he borrowed a copy of Battles aji£ Leaders o£ £h£ Civil

War, contains the first intimation of Crano's active inter-

est in a war story. In his own words: "I have spent ten

nights writing a story of the »ar on ay own responsibility,

but I M not sure that ny facts are real, and the books wont

tell mo what I want to know, so I oust do it all over again,

I guess."

June found Stephen again at idnund's house and we hoar

of his reading bits of his Viar manuscript which he had

christened 2fc£ 2fid. Badge jji Courage to ikJaur.d. By September,

Stephon was back in Now York with the manuscript of most of

the Sal ifr-daa in hi3 valise. He dropped in on Frederick

Gordon in the Art Students* League building, was violently

ill for more than a week and ended by staying on with Gordon.

* Stephen Crane, Unggl at £ Girl of trio a treats (1st od.;
Row Tork: Appleton and Co., 1836) pp. 137-138.
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In February 1&94 Crane took the manuscript of da fifla BaflM

o£ Courage to a typist to be copied. Thirty dollars was the

typist's charge but the author was able to pay but fifteen,

and had to leave half of the manuscript until ha was able to

pay the balance. He recited his troubles to Hamlin aarland

who loaned him the necessary fifteen dollars to free the

last half of Bad. Badge . By February £4, Crime had sold the

serial rights to Jh& Bad 2&ag£ a£B— t0 lrvln6 3achel-

ler's syndicate for less than a hundred dollars.

The few short, erratic letters of Crane still in exis-

tence fail to give a very definite picture of his activities

during the next year or two. Sacheller sent him west to

write soae sketches for the Sacheller syndicate with the

provision that he should end up in Mexico. At the time Crane

had three immediate wishes. He wanted to see a cowboy ride,

he wanted to see the Mississippi and he wanted to be in a

real western bliz*ard. He seems to have attained all his

queer wishes on this trip, and in addition, while changing

trains at some dreary junction town he came upon. a hotel of

a dreadful blue that fascinated him. The sight of this hotel

and a bli«sard he experienced in Lincoln, Hebraska, in

February, furnished the name and setting for the short story

The Blue Hotel , which he wrote sometime later. He did get

into Ilexico and also out agi in in something of a hurry with
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the fashionable bandit Ramon Colorado in pursuit, too close

behind for complete comfort. This exploit furnished the

emotional inspiration for Hpraes-pne Ikah..

Crane was exceedingly careless about dates and to this

trait say be attributed the uncertainty over the date of his

little book of poems, S^ c fc Rider3 and Other Lines . It

seems fairly certain Mtat the fir3t lines *erc written after

the first of April, 1893. The whole manuscript was lost

twice, once by Crane himself and once by a friend, but in

1894 it was sold to Copeland and Day, publishers, of Boston

and issued by thea In a clever cover, in April, 1895. Host

of the reviews set the author down as slightly Insane. Un-

rhysed, cadenced verse is no new thing to us, and Indeed It

can hardly be said that it was new to Crane's time. Readers

had been offered the unrhyaed sonnets of Anna Braclcett, and

Bait Whitman, the Godfather of the so-called modern poetry

movement had written long unrhymed pocsnis, but the bitterness

behind Crane's utterances coupled with the novelty of his

form and his highly spiced brand of imagisui certainly was

too much for an American reading public which was rearing

its young on Louisa Alcott's "moral pap for the young" and

the slightly overblown rhetoric of Henry James. A world

that could find a place for professional idealists of the

Bronson Alcott type would be expected to have difficulty

admitting Into its literary consciousness a fragment such as
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the following:

"In the desert
I saw a crfc-ture, ntked, bestial,
Who, squatting upon the ground,
Held his he^rt in hie hands,
And ate of it.
1 said, »is it good, fritnd?'
•It is bitter—bitter,' he answered;
'But I like it
Because it is bitter,
nd because it is my heart.'" *

bat could be done with a fellow who even on paper

flouted defi .nee in the f3ce of divine Justice, thus:

"Two or three angels
Came near to the MTttU
They saw a fat church.
Little Black streams of people
Came and want in continually..
And the angels were pussled
To know why the people rent thus.
And why they stayed so long within." **

"Charity, thou art a lie,
A toy of women,
A pie i sure of certain men.
In the presence of Justice,
Lo, the v. lis of the temple
Are visible
Tnrough thy form of sudden shadows." ***

In the splendid Introduction which Amy LoipoII wrot-; for

Volume six of the Knap*, Limited _diL.ior: publication of

Crane's works (19<:6) she makes mention of Crcr-'s rether

extraordinary method or Banner of writing the poems mrVring

* Stephen Orane, The ol ,-. ck- Rigor;; . n-I G^-CV Lj£2£. (forks
Hew York:: Alfred Knopf, 13J?6), VI, 35.

•* Ibid., p. 64.
*** Ibid., p. 48
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up the Black ldder3 voluae. It is quite likely that Hamlin

Garland, to wlioia the voluae, was dedicated kujis inorj of

how the lines came to be than any other living can and lilss

Lowell quotes him us he questioned Crone when the latter

appeared at the Garland fiat with the pockets of his ulster

suggestively bulging with papers. This is the way Garland

tells the story:

"'Cone now, out with it,' I said. 'what is the roll I

see in your pocket? '

"With a sheepish look he took out flat roll of legal
cap paper and handed it to me with a careless boyish ges-
ture

"I unrolled tns first package, and found it to be a
sheaf of poems. I can see the initial poor, now, exactly as
it was then written, without a blot or erasure—al»o3t with-
out punctuation— in blue ink. It was beautifully legible
and clean of outline.

It was the poes which begins thus: 'God fashioned the
ship of the world carefully.'

"I read this with delight and amareaent. I rushed
through the others, soao thirty in all, with growing wonder.
I could not believe they were the work of the pale, reticent
boy moving restlessly about the room.

"'Have you any aiore?' I asked.

"'I've got fivo or six in a little rot up here, 1 he
quaintly replied, pointing to his temple. 'That's the way
they come—on little rows, all made up, ready to be put down
in paper.'

"'When did you write these?'

n »Ohl I've been writing five or six every day. I wrote
nine yesterday. I wanted to write some more la3t night, but
those "Indians" wouldn't let me do it. They howled over the
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we all live in a box together, and I've no plr.ee to write,
except in the general squabble. Thoy think ay lines sre
funny. They make a circus of me. 1 "

She next day, Crane came again, this titan with part of

the typescript of The ^Jafl Badge a£ Courage . Having looked

at the first page and suggested tnat Crane laave the book,

air. Garland asked:

'Did you do any more "lines"?'

"He looked away bashfully.

•'Only six."

"'Let me see them.'

"As he handed then to me he saldt 'Got three more wilt-
ing in line. 1 could do one now.'

"»Sit down and try,' I said, glad of his offer, for I
could not relate the man to his work.

"He took a sect and be^an to write steadily, composedly,
without hesitation or blot or interlineation, and so pro-
duced in my presence one of his most powerful versos. It
flowed from his pen as 3200th as oil."

kiss Lowelx seems to have felt that in spite of the

poetry in Crane's prose he was not a great poet which is

perhaps not an unfair estimate of him. He lacked aany of

the characteristics of a poet. Any 3ort of form was dis-

tasteful to him, he seemed not to be capable of sustaining

a mood for any gra-at length of time and his images though

always "pat" and generally diamond clear often failed to

Identify themselves with a poetic conception. Crone is

often wrongly grouped as a poet with the Symbolists of
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Franca and England, Certainly he :-.lght have learned from

then—they spoke his speech and sight h-jve furnished hln

guidance, but the real truth of the matter is that he had

never read o line of thee. Pertops he tod heard of them,

but he was woefully ignonnt wher r-y.ding was concerned.

ai33 Lowell suggested that for the sane reason the Japanese

and Chinese Poets who night have lead aim to his almost

Oriental word ecoaony could not hare affected bin. She

places his as a poet, thus:

What then is Stephen Crane, in 30 far as his poetry is
concerned? A sum without a period, th?.t is 'it ore-.1 his plume
and his forfeit. Be sprang from practically nowhere, and he
has left only ths nost isolated of doscsndr-.nts . .... He
is that rarest of artistic phenomena, a nan who crer.tes from
Inner consciousness alone. . . . . H3 died too soon. He did
much, but the temperature of the world he li^od in was un-
suitable. 3e mn In America somewhat as Chattarton rank3
in .ingland. I boy spiritually killed by neglect. I aar-
vollous boy, potentially genius, historically *n important
link in the ch^in of American poetry." »

In December 1994, Hipley Hitchcock bought Tho Red Badia

o£ Courage for Applaton's, but Crane's trlt to Mexico so

delayed correction of tha jroofs thrt tha book itself did

not appear until Oetobor 3, 1395. Its success has become

legend in American publishing and Crane became famous almost

overnight. Magazine editors who had not so long before

turned down his offerings with a curt disinterested nod now

pursuod him for articles and the whole collection of stories

* Crane, The Black Riders and Other Lines , Introduction.
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dons on bis Texss-Hexico trip went to acCVj?e's. "itchcock

was insisting that Hazirie be revised and published again,

=nd another publisher was making a strong bid for George's

Mother , which Crane was in ths process cf writing. Success

draws compliments and 'fair weather friends' as a ma.paet

draws steel filings, but r.rtlstic success often brings with

it also ugly stories of the license of genius. In his

biography of Crane, Beer quotes Weit Mitchell, a neurologist

in the following speculation:

"The phenomena of envy i.re very nuch more marked among
rtists than in othsr professions. Invariably or nearly so,
thess take tha forr. of gossiping stories about the personal
character of a successful writer & the stories slways show
tho sane trend: the successful man is given to heavy in-
dulgence in alcohol or to lrregul-r use of drugs. The point
is most interesting when one considers that ^rtists are
perpctu-lly demanding for theasolves tie license of conduct
which they deplore in print." *

As early as 1696 unsavory tales were gathering about

Ci"ne. Not only was he recused at one time or anot'sr of

every 3ort of txcnsr- utd irregularity in tv o use of .'lcohol

and drugs—in iddition it wa« ruaiored that he broke every

other moral 1m largely and with gusto. A wholi fabric of

myths arose concerning him. He was the- Illegitimate son of

a President of the United States; ho served term in prison

for some crime; he had a love affair with Sarah Bernhardt;

he had an illegitimate child by a girl in the Slums, who then

* Thomas Keer, Stephen Crane , p. 121.
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vent on the streets; he married and deserted • number of

women; he was an alcoholic r.nd drug-fiend; and when tils short

life came to an end It was rumored tint he died of delirium

tremens in Purls. It was never explained ho* ho found time

In the thirty-one years of his short life to Involve himself

In so much that Mi unholy. Re have lir. Beer's word for it

that not one of these myths m 3 oven founded on truth.

Floyd Dell explains these legends us springing not from

malice, but as the tribute of Crone's generation to his

genius. It is quite true th t these legends, which reveal

nothing of the man himself, reveal nuch M to the state of

mind of the times in which be lived. These teles embodied

what the America public of the lcte nineteenth century

thought a genius should be. Genius consisted of breaking

rules!

In June, 1896 "p-)lc ton's issued slightly revised Hag-

gle,, and while It wus obviously shocking, the reviews were

not too unkind. However, the wider atle of Hai?rla now had

the effect of deepening the hue of the rumored purple patches

of Crane's life. His knowledge of the Bowery and of fallen

women was supposed to htve been derived from contacts first-

hand and it cannot bo denied that his exaggeratedly romantic

attitude toward street-Wi.lkors—an attitude which he seemed

to delight in throwing open to the public gaxe but added
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fuel to the flames licking so hungerly at his reputation.

But loggia is not salacious story. It is a simple story

of "the poor aaong the poor", of a coaaon, warm-hearted,

al«asure-loving girl, a stitcher in collar factory who la

betrayed and deserted by I cheap-sport berkeeper. Haggle,

the girl, pursues in poverty, unauccess and despair her

final calling as a street-walker for few weeks and ends in

the river. The story is told in first-hand terms of crowded

life, the tens of the life in How York tenements, tenement-

streets and saloons. It Is told without coament, without

judgments, but with searching humor and desiro for the truth.

It Is a profound example of the power of under3tatonent.

Witness the report to the mother of Haggle's death:

"In • rooa a woman sat at a table eating like a fat

monk in • picture.

«A soiled, unshaven man pushed open the door and en-

tered.

"••11, • said he, 'Hag's dead. 1

"•hat? 1 said the woman, her mouth filled with bread.

"•Hag's dead,* repeated the man.

••Deh biases she 1st 1 said the woman. She continued her

meal. When she finished her coffee she began to weep." *

Filbustering had become quite the thing in 1835 and

1896, and conditions In Cuba were In a decidedly unsettled

»r.r.inft
f BSE - Slrl At £fe& 'treats. P. 152.
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state. Crane had a crazy hankering to see a war first-hand

so the Baeneller Syndicate, feeling that the threatened

ik might come off at -ny tine, provided hits with belt

full of gold and 3cat hia MKtM :rd. Tilth hin went also t!ie

nanuacript for ?.'ie Third Violat which he was in tha <:ct of

.avising. Sj' BwewVat ""3, Crane was aboard an old steaaor

naoefl "The rjosraodore", loaded with OH and Cuban insur-

rectionists '.nd heeded for Cuban waters. Before 3he wis

well into salt water, "The Counodoro" foundered leaving

Cr«ie, the 3hip's captain, the cook and an oiler alone an a

rough sea in a ten foot dinghy. The Op or. Boat is Crana's

report of this event. Already Crane aas suffering froc

sone intestinal trouble and the exposure he suffered ir t!:e

"Conzjodore" ej>i£.ode so undarciined liis constitution, th?.t in

tho opinion of Mis brother, health never returned. :io did

not nancge to get to Cub^ but his desire to see a war was no

whit abated and ho nanaged to get m appointment from the

Jours rl to "do" the war which seemed iariinent between Greece

and Turkey. At the tine Crane wss planning to write l play

ir conjunction with Clyde Fitch, but with a bad cold >>e set

out for Oreece by way of iijgland, leaving the proposed pl".y

t> i wait bis return. In London, l.o sas entertained by

ll-.rold Frederic end on April 1, continued on his way to

Greece, via Paris, ks a war correspondent Crane proved a
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complete failure, and soon returned from the field to Athens

here his illness took on aore serious espect. In Athens

he was nursed by Miss Cora Taylor, who had fallen in love

with hia at Jacksonville and had come after him to Greece.

Lite in August 1396, they were married. They decided to

t«ke up their abode in iiigland. Joseph Conrad states in the

Introduction to Seer's biogrsphy of Crane that his wife's

recollection is that he met Crane in London in October 1897,

and that Crane visited in the Conrad home in the following

November. From this meeting of Crane and Conrad grew a

friendship that lasted throughout the few regaining years of

the former's life, and remained in the uind of Conrad until

his death as one of the happiest and most valuable associ-

ations in his life. In November 1897, on the suggestion of

Frederic, Crane sttrted work on a novel about his trip to

Greece, the book to be called Active Sorvice . work on the

novel went forward slowly, but he did finish some other

tales. Larly in December he had finished The Lions ter and

read the manuscript to his friends Frederic and Bennett.

The story was offensive to Frederic; Bennett liked it, but

when it was offered to The Century
r it was promptly turned

down. Things did not go well at the English home of the

Crones. There were too many unpaylng guests and too little

steady money income, iiiglish manners, customs, and habits
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amused, bored and angered Crane. They would havo it that

his realism was stolen from the French and in spite of the

fact that he had read but little of Zola, Loti, and DeMaupas-

sant, and had never read Stendhal's Li Chartreuse de Parma

it was insisted thr.t The Red Badge of Courage •*• a steal

from the latter.

When the "lialn" was blown up on February 15, and the

trumpets broke forth hailing a new war. Crane was again eager

to get into the midst of things. He returned to the United

States, offered himself as a Eavy recruit, wis turned down

and accepted an offer which tho New York World cade for his

services to cover the war. While waiting in Key Vest for

things to happen, Crane revised the story called Vashti in

iilS JJaxJs» which tells how young Methodist preacher from

the South killed himself after discovering that his wife

had been ravished by a negro in a forest at night. But he

h-.d not long to *ait and was soon in the midst of that miser-

able failure of a romantic sentimental gesture the Spanish

American War. As a war correspondent, Crane once again

proved his utter unfitness. Ho was most likely to be any

place but the place where he should be. He exposed himself

needlessly and foolishly, took no care of his health, and

failed miserably in sending in his stories. His health

broke and he tried to keep up his strength and energy with
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quinine and whisky. He was now seriously ill with all the

syaptoas of intestinal consumption. He was accused of

cynical coldness as to the war, tut his real mood was his

usual indifference to cheap sentiment. He had but little

interest in the officers, hut every act of the common

soldiers was a matter of deep concern to him. He returned

to this country, ill and exhausted.

George's Llothar and Xh& Little itegiment r had been pub-

lished in 1896, Hia Third Violet in 1897, and lbs Open Boat

ifld, Othar Tales q£ Adventure in 1898. 2i£ Monster ;nd Other

Stories and Active Service were published in 1899, and

Frederic Stokes published another volume of poetry, War is

Kind , in the same year.

In the first week of January, 1899 Crane had his last

look at Hew York. He was once again sailing for iiigland.

The Cranes settled at Brede Place, a ruined-castle sort of

place where they entertained indlscrlolnately and endlessly

much to the harm of Stephen's work. About this time began

the friendship between Crane and Conr.d which came to mean so

much in the lives of each. Critics and public still took

little interest in Crane's work. Even his short stories for

the most part failed to "catch on". By January, 1900, his

health to the most casual observer w^s falling rapidly. He

had begun & fantastic novel The O'tiuddy and was finishing up

__
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IOC Hflaorlea- Harper's Magazine had printed serially Whiloa-

ville Stories
r and in so doing both shocked and pleased its

readers. These storios were to be published later that sane

year in book form and also, Great Battles a£ J&£ Vorld and

kaiiOia 1q iiis gal£* In Uarch, Crane was fatally stricken and

his wife hastily borrowed money to take him to the Black

Forest where she thought he might have some chance for re-

covery. Conrad, himself ill, made the trip to Dover to see

Crane off and knew at first glance that it was their last

farewell. Crane died in Eadenweiler Just before dawn on the

fifth of June, 1900. J2i£ O'Ruddv was left unfinished, but

Crane had outlined the story to Robert Earr and the latter

completed it. Crane was buried at Elizabeth, Sew Jersey.

It is impossible to arrive at any satisfactory evalu-

ation of Crane's work without a r»tbtf detailed and careful

consideration of his life and the period in which ho lived.

Such a statement might be expanded into a generalization to

be applied to all writers, but in the case of Crane it seems

utterly impossible to divorce the man fror; his work. Siar,

physical conflict, the display of heroism by the unheroic

—

these were his obsessions. He wrote of war before he had

seen one, and then spent most of the remainder of his life

pursuing war to prove to himself that his first views were

correct. They were correctl Even he, doubter that he was,
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finally convinced himself, but the anomaly remains thit his

finest pieces about war were written before he had seen one

and of struggle which ended six years before his birth.

Wholly aside from his interest in war crane's lifo may be

cited as • perfect example of the effect of the conventional

literary concepts of the 1890' s on a spirit free, frank, and

passionately searching for truth and hi3 literary efforts

starting along about 1894 may be said to have ushered in

Modern American Literature. Howells and James were middle

aged and along with Clemens had already established repu-

tations on safe territory. Throughout their lives Howells

and James never strayed far from the beaten path, and

Clemens seemed content to remain a local hero. The New

England Brahmans were all dead save Holmes, and in actuality

their precepts had not to any great extent permeated the

country. Their output was directed toward the culturally

elect and America's 'great unwashed* was, so to speak, left

out in the cold. There was no literary expression cosine

from or concerned with that great bulk of common folk who

labored physically for their daily bread. It is true that

thure were things in people's minds which wanted saying.

Social conditions were not, and for that matter never had

been, what they should have been and there were dark ques-

tions as to the why of tilings. The Columbian Exposition had
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countryside was treated 10 the wonders of beholding authentic

examples of foreign life and customs for the relatively small

outlay of the price of a ticket to Chicago. And the Panic

of 1893-1894 had set in motion good many thoughts in the

minds of those who had previously not been supposed to think.

It would be foolish to represent Crane as the spokesman of

the under-dogs, of the laboring classes. If all the things

Crane was not, were to be expressed in one word no fitter

word could be found than Propagandist! Ko, in spite of his

keen observation and his search for the truth his attitude

was one of aloofness, tven his own difficulties he looked

upon as impersonal—Just a part of a scheme over which he

h d no control. Life was that sort of a proposition be-

cause—well Just because it wss and a man couldn't help

natters- any by making faces or throning naughty words at

Life the relentless. But, if Crane did not want to talk for

these people he did want to talk about these, and if we need

an explanation of outburst.- such as Maggie . George's Mother,

and Blrck Riders . here it is. Crane tu one of those poor

devils who had to write—his vocation rode him to the bitter

end of his short life. As • writer he sprang forth almost

fully developed at the outset. From first to last his out-

put showed but little improvement. He had practically no
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since at the time he produced Carrie he vL.a only ^ beginning

newspaper reporter. If he had «iy literpry xodels at =11

they were Flaubert, Tolstoy add probably Zola. Tolstoy wts

his favorite author but he did ndslt Klfubert could write

also, in spite of the fact that he »as not enthusiastic

-bout ^l:.Ebo . He threw ^.side ibis's Tha Downfall,, vrltii

soias disgust and when one of his friends asked if he thought

he could do bettor, ho Is said to hare admitted that he had

such :. thought. His effect on Anglo-Anerican prose has

seldon been questioned by critics of competence und his

vigorous doparture fron the traditions of written tegllab

startled and shocked his early readers. Of course U.uru

voro objections, end loud ones too. Obviously, it was

urged, no decent youth in his right aind would attanpt to

describe eaotions in teras of colors, and furthernore, what

should be done about the vildnes3 of his granmar? fher* is

no U3e In denying his eccentricities. His use o? adJvetfvM

was extravagant, and he did enke granular do funny tric>c3,

but, he could thinkl He seemed to rave little interest in

life at it3 convantiontJ. level. His interest was in life

above or below tha line of conventionality— the- sluas, the

battlefield, dangerous J^dventares. :!e did not invent .':d-

vantures, but siaply noted the successions of fs*cts regard-

ing a person or a group of people. The whole process seened
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casual and heartless, but Crane was content merely to reveal

the train of causation and allow the reader to Interpret as

or if he wished. Laying aside any suggestion of a foreign

Influence in Crane's work, this w-.s essentially Zola's Idea

of how to write a novel. It is true, Zola did not wish to

produce a minute copy of nature. The earner-; could outstrip

the realist there every time. Photographic details were a

part of the process, but never the whols of it. Observe

this passage from JM Downfall;

"A dozen corpses were already there in a row, still and
stark, some drawn out to their full length as if in an at-
tempt to rid thesiselves of the agony that racked then, others
curled and twisted in every attitude of suffering. Some
seemed to have left the world with sneers on their f ces,
their eyes retroverted till naught was visible but the
whites, the grinning lips parted over the glistening teeth,
while in others, with faces unspeakably sorrowful, big tears
still s^ood on the cheeks. .... And at the feet of the
dead had been thrown in a promiscuous pile the amputatedam and legs, the refuse of the knife and saw of the operat-
ing table, Just js the butcher sweeps into a corner of his
shop the offal, the worthless odds and ends of flesh and
bone." *

Here Zola gives us the photographic details and then

drives the whole thing home with th: t reference to the

butcher-shop which stamps the scene in the reader's mind

forever. Here is illustrated one of the fundamental dif-

ferences between the art of the reporter and that of the

novelist. Her6 is another passage of a like naturei

* E. Zola, Xia Downf.il^ (Translation, Lew York: D. Ap-
pleton and Co., 190£), pp. 3£4-3:~5.
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It was in v:iin th^t some attempts had been mado thw
night before to clean up the room ,>fter the bloody work of
the operations} there were great splotches of blood on the
ill-swept floor; In t bucket of water a great 3pontje wr;s

floating, stained with red, for all the world like • huaan
brain; a hand, its fingers crushed :\nd broken, had been
overlooked _.nd lay on the floor of the shed. It was the
parings and trimmings of the huaan butcher-shop, the horrible
waste and refuse that ensues upon a day of slaughter, viewed
in the cold, raw light of dawn." *

There are the details, neither better nor worse nor

much different from a medical Journal description, but it is

the literary artist and not the reporter who makes the

scene indelible with those last few words, "viewed in the

cold, raw light of dawn." tell, if Crane did not learn from

Zola, more is the pityt Zola was the greatest artist of

then all.

Reality for Crane had to be Imnedl ,te and intense.

When he went into the slums it was not to go slumping. He

went there first because the atmosphere of the place

fascinated him, and second because he wanted to store up in

his mind images and words so that he might be able to re-

produce the speech of his characters as it ..ctually was and

not as other writers of hi3 period and the one directly be-

fore it had done. It made no difference to him if the

viciousness of some of his incidents or the speeches <^

some of his characters shocked beyond measure the good folk

of his day who read books. His method was as direct as hi3

* Zola, Bifl Downfall
r pp. 384-385.
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attitude. So pointing out of moral tendencies, no sloppy

sentimentality for htm. No preaching a sermon around a

cornerl But, in spite of the fact that Crane was never the

moralist even his most realistic efforts, BaEgifi, and

fteorge'a Mother cannot be thought of as without moral

tendency. No boy ever forgot his mother or his parents be-

cause of the Intrigue of Crane's picture in Gfiorge' s SiQj&SE

and certainly no girl was ever led to abandon the 'straight

and narrow' by the seductiveness of the situation in HajE£i£.

It would have been ridiculous for Crane to have pointed out

moral tendencies here—weren't they obvious enough. To his

contemporaries Crane seemed heartless in his treatment of

horrible subjects, but the truth intrigued him far more

than the approbation of his contemporaries.

In Iba iisd. ?;-dse fl£ BMW• Crane's handling of war

referred not so much to Flaubert or Tolstoy as to a subtle

something much more native. Since the close of the Civil

war the tendency, at least the literary tendency, had been

to make of the struggle a conflict of epic proportions,

decked out in gay and attractive colors and full of pomp

and heroism. Along with this literary concept had grown up

another—not so pleasant but much truer. It was that

account of battles and wounds, of mud and discomfort, of

sickness and brutality which was passed around by word of
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cared to listen. This was the Civil War history that Cran«

exploited. Doubtless he heard much of it from the "curb-

stone sitters" of his boyhood days. Though he had never

seen battle he found later that he had been accurate in

his account of one, and the feet can be explained when we

realize that he placed the center of the affpir not in his

understanding of military strategy, but in the experience of

an individual soldier. This young soldier was Crane's

creation—he had Crane's emotions. The author projected his

own personality into situations which had been described to

hir. by others, and as a result he attempted to make the

young soldier's reactions what his own would ht.ve been under

the circumstances. He disregarded the heroic and the grand

style and descended not only to the thoughts, but to the

language of the raw recruit. However, it is not the lan-

guage i Tone thut gives the narrative its authenticity and

its thrill, it is rather, the perfect candor and the in-

tensity of the conception. Consider the following passages:

"Once the line encountered the body of a dead 3oldier.
He lay upon his buck staring at the sky. He was dressed in
an awkward suit of yellowish brown. The youth could see
that the soles of his shoes had been worn to the thinness of
writing paper, and from a great rent in one the dasd foot
projected piteously. And it was as if fate had betrayed the
soldier. In death it exposed to his enemies that poverty
which in life he had perhaps concealed froa his friends." *

* Stephen Crane, The Red Bidge of Courage (New York:
D. Appleton and Co., 1904), p. 43.



He wbs being looked c-t by a dend nan who was seated
with his back against a coluranlike tree. The corpse was
dressed In a uniform that once h:id been blue, but was now
faded to a melancholy shade of green. The eyes, staring at
the youth, had changed to the dull hue to be seen on the
side of a dead fish. The mouth was open. Its red had
changed to an appalling yellow. Over the gray skin of the
face ran little ants. One was trundling some 3ort of a

bundle along the upper lip At last he burst the
bond3 which had fastened him to the spot md fled, unheed-
ing the underbrush. He was pursued by a sight of the black
ants swarming greedily upon the gray face ana venturing
horribly near to the eyes." »

Crane had a pungency of expression that enabled him to

set down a fact or describe situation not only neatly but

in such a manner that once retd it regained in the mind of

the reader. Added to this he had a flare for creating

images seldom equalled in literary circles. After reading

the following passage, try to put it out of mind.

"As the flap of the blue Jacket fell away from the
body, he could see that the side looked as if it had been
chewed by wolves.

"The youth turned, with sudden, livid rige, toward the
battlefield. He shook his fist. He seemed about to deliver
a philippic.

"Hell »

"The red sun was pasted in the sky like a wafer." **

laat a masterpiece of understatement I It was as an

imagist that Crane stepped with a long step in the direction

which American literature was to travel for a generation.

* Crane, JM MA ItJM fif QaiE&ia., pp. 9"-93.
** Ibid., p. 115.
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It is not wrong to speak of hia &s a post-la; ressioniat

—

one who used the method about the time tho French painters

and au«lciana were getting under way with it. It w-.s not a

method which he had to lerm. It was rather, the result of

the fret that he knew instinctively how to handle detail.

Ke seemed able to estimate detail for what It was north,

to use it, to mike it serve his purpose and then to feel no

further responsibility for it. In the Introduction to

Wounda i£. JUii R:.In. (Knopf), Sllla Gather stresses this

ability of Crane's as one of his most outstanding ones.

"I doubt whetl.ar he (Crane) ever spent a lr-borious hilf
hour in doing his auty by det 11—in enumerating, like an
honest, grubby auctioneer. If he saw one thing that engaged
him in o rooa, he mentioned it. If he saw one tiling in a
landscape that thrilled him, he put it on paper, but he never
tried to make a faithful report of everything else within his
field of vision, as if he were conscientious selasman mak-
ing out his expense account. .... Perhaps it Ml becausa
Stephen Crane had read so little, was so slightly :csuainted
with the masterpieces of fiction, that ho felt no responsi-
bility to be accurate or painstaking in accounting for tilings
and people. He is rather the best of our writers in what is
called 'description' because he is the least describing.
Cuba did not tempt hira to transfer tropical landscapes to
p.iper, any more than Bew Vork :.tate had te«pted hia to do
his duty by the countryside.

"•The day wore down to the Cuban dusk. .... The sun
threw his last lance through the foliage. The steep moun-
tain range on the right turned blue and as without detail .3

a curtain. The tiny ruby of light ahead meant that the
asnunltion guards were cooking their supper.' Enough,
certainly. He did not follow the movement of troop3 there
much more literally than he had in Tho Red Badge a£ Courngp .

He knew that the movement of troops wis the officers' busi-
ness, not hi3. ne was in Cuba to write about soldiers and
soldiering, and he did; often something like thist 'With his
henvy roll of blanket and the half of a shelter tent cross-
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lng his right shoulder sad under his left srm, each man
presented tho a ppearmce of being clasped from behind,
wrestler-fashion, by a pair of thick white r.ras.

"'There was something distinctive in tho way they c- r-

ried their rifles* There ans the grace of the old hunter
somewhere in it, the grace of a man who3& rifle has became
absolutely j pert of himself. Furthermore, almost overy
blue shirt 3leevo wa3 rolled to the elbow, disclosing fore-
arms of almost incredible brawn. The rifles seemed light,
alaost fragile, in the hands th.it were et tho end of those
arcs, newer f»t but -lwsys rolling with muscles and veins
that sjeaed on the point of bursting*'

•That is much more to his purpose than what thoso men
were about. That 13 important, all of It—and that sense of
tho curious smallness of rifle-butts in the hands of regul r3
is most important of ell." (The p. ssages Hiss Gather quotes
here are from IJia Price o£ £ljs Harness a 3hort story of the
Cuban campaign which appeared In »niffy]if in. the ft.. In .) •

As one of th«i first of the la? gists hud Crane been less

the crtlst he might hr.ve fallen into some of the pitfalls

which ware the undoing of later imagists. But, strange as

it may sees, his lunges &re seldom blurred nor doos he often

sacrifice movement in order to elaborate striking details.

His Impressionists is not carried to any dizzy extreme. S-.ne

ilw—nn lease and his passion for truth were his balancing

gear. Much of his charm springs fron his free and courageous

mind and his calm intelligence. Despite the fact that poetry

as a form seemed to hamper him his use of Imagism in prose

composition was often times decidedly poetic.

"They made toward a little glass-fronted saloon that
sat blinking Jovially at the crowds. It engulfed them with

* Stephen Crane, Wound $ l£ the iialr (Works), IX, Intro-
duction.
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a gleeful motion of lta two widely smiling lips." *

"Prom the window at which tha man raged cams th^ pound

of an old voice, singing. It quavered and trembled out into

the iir as if a sound-spirit had a broken win?." **

"At first the gray lights of dawn came timidly into the

rooa, remaining near the windows, afraid to approach certain
sinister corners. Finally, mellow streams of sunshine
poured in, undraping the shadows to diaclose the putrefr.c-

tion, making pitiless revelation." ***

"In a dark street the little chapel sat humbly between

two towering apartment houses. I red street-lamp stood in

front. It threw a marvellous reflection upon the wet pave-

ments. It was like the death-stain of a spirit. Farther
up the brilliant lights of an avenue made .& span of gold

across the black street." ****

Crane had a genius for expression, for cre:ting phrases

which few if any American writers have surpassed. In fact

this one characteristic of his writing is alone enough to

set him off from and above most -Imerican writers. His

ability to "ticket" a character, a seone, or a situation,

tersely and cleverly, but not too cleverly, was almost un-

canny and nearly always "sure-fire". Re seemed always

able to put into u few words enough about a character so

that that character's reactions were thenceforth intelli-

gible to the reader. It is startling the illumination he

can bring about with a single phrase. In Maggie he "fixes"

* Stephen Crane, Georra's rsother (l3t ed.; Hew York:
Arnold, 1896) p. 10.

»* Ibid., p. 19.
*** Ibid., p. 10.

" Ibid., p. 117.
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Haggle's brother, the truck-driver with single sentence.

In him grew a majestic contempt for those strings of
street ci.rs that followed hia like intent bugs."

aggie's relation to society is explained in even fewer

words.

"To her the world was composed of hardships and in-
sults."

And here Is Maggie's mother.

"It seems that the world had treated this woman very
badly and she took a deep revenge upon such portions of it
as came within her reach. She broke furniture ss if she
were at last getting her rights. She swelled with virtuous
indignation as she carried the lighter articles of household
use, one by one, under the shadows of the three gilt balls,
where Hebrews chained them with ch&ins of interest." »

It is possible to go on almost endlessly multiplying

such evidences of Crne's genius as phrase maker. He was

always so "pot"l Here are a few more.

"Quiet Oormans, with mc.ybe their wives -nd two or t!;ree
children, sat listening to the music, with the expression of
happy cows." •*

"Two girls, set down on the bills ls sisters, came forth
and sang a duet which is heard occasionally it concerts given
under church auspices. They supplemented it with a dance,
which, of course, can nover be seen at concerts given under
church auspices." ***

"Nevertheless, he had, on cert-in starlit evening,
said wonderingly and quiet reverently: 'Deh moon looks like

* Crane, Haggle s a, Qlrl of the Street?
r p, 63.

** Ibid., p. 53.
**• Ibid., p. 53.
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hell, dou»t it?'" *

On z corner a glr'SS-fronted buildir.r shed a yellow

glare upon the pavements. Tbo open south of saloon called

seductively to passengers to enter and annihilate sorrow or

create rage." **

Reilly never saw the top of the hill. He was heroi-

cally striving to keep up with his men when a bullet ripped
Quietly through his left lung, end he foil back into the

anas of the bugler, who received him M he would have re-

ceived :. Chris tnas present." ***

Probably no other writer and certrinly no other aodern

realist has had similar reluctance to refer to his charac-

ters by their ordinary human names or a like success in

making his reader forget the nrjaes actually used. Appar-

ently there was no reason for Crane 1 3 predilection to allow

his characters to go unnamed. Had he it de his literary out-

put adhere to any strict set of rules or regulations aside

fros his aesthetic consciousness it slight he possible to

uncover reasons for some of his eccentricities, but he wrote

as he felt .and doubtless these eccentricities were inherent

in his own character. It is said that in the first version

of Uaacla no character was named -it all, Haggle was simply

"the girl", and the others were simply "the girl's mother,"

"the girl's brother," etc. However, upon the suggestion of

friends snd his brother. Crane, when rewriting the story for

its first appearance between boards did attach names to the

* Crane, Haggle ; a. fllci oX lag Street3 . p. 37.
** Ibid., p. 87.
*»* Stephen Crane, Tales a£ Tja Bars f works

r
Hew York:

Alfred Knopf, 1926), II, £41.
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cthar.- ctors—wore perhaps, tc -utifurc to literrry practice

than l'ron any actual need. The negro in The .'iorstar wt\s

named Henry Johnson, but one remembers him only as the man

who h;.d no face. The chief character in Jig. Blllfc 'totel is

simply "tho Swede". In Tftq open Boat , the only vestige of

a name is the oiler* 3 "Billie."

In "A Kote on Stephen Crane" which appeared in Voluae

68 of The ''KMrtifil , Wilson Follett speaks of Joseph Conrad's

impression that the unheroic hero of The pad Bidets oX £fiux-

aee was nowhere given a personal name. He points out that

Conrad was wrong; the surname of Henry Fleming appears in

the text of the story at least once, and his given name

several times. He is represented in the story as a young

man—hardly more than a boy. Fleming entered the army in

1863 from a farm on the outskirts of an Orange County town

—

the Port Jervis of actuality, the Whilomville of Crane's

short stories. And when the War was over he simply resumed

the life, the mental outlook, the form, the very dialect,

to which his origins had destained him. He married, had

sons, grew elderly, grew old, and even achieved soma local

dignity. His Sweds farm hand set his barn on fire and as

Fleming rushed into the blazing building to save two colts

in box stalls at the back of the barn the building collapsed

on him.
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It is evident that Crane consciously or unconsciously

reckoned personal names as aaonr* ths lea3t expressive of

words. Superficially, this instinctive preference of his

records a quiet confidence in his own power of character-

isation. A nsiaa i3 in easy identification—a tag, or handle,

an easy sort of technical device which Crane instinctively

spurned.

Conrad once referred to Crane as "The most single-minded

of verbal impressionists, " and indeed the vividness of his

style threw each thing of which he wrote Jnto startling re-

lief as though revealed in the brilliance of a spotlight

and in such a way as to stand as a symbol of all things of

its kind. The ordinary, everyday reality of his details is

set off with a vividness almost unearthly and the net re-

sult is an image or impression not soon to be forgotten.

The two following passages are examples.

The clusters of little brown roses on the wall-paper

at which Kelcey stared in George's Mother "He felt them like

hideous crabs crawling upon his brain."

"It sounds as if the dishes of Hades were being washed.

.... Once, indeed, in the night, I cried out to them:

•In God's name go away, little blood-stelned tiles.' But

they doggedly answered: 'It is the law.'" (From the sketch

called A Tr.le flf.
;Jere Chance . It is the monologue of an

insane man, who having killed his rival on a white-tiled
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floor, is pursued by a flock of the blood-stained tiles,

raising their little hands and screaming, "Murderl It was

hel" The story is an extraordinary depiction of conscience

Joined to a homicidal mania.)

Crane , s style is tense, dynamic. His sentences are

short and terse, facts stated casually, simply, almost im-

personally, not seeming to advance one beyond the other and

yet bringing us suddenly to a climax. His aothod is par-

ticularly effective where the climax is scene of horror.

Could anything be. more dramatic than the sudden climax in

the short story, A Dark Brown Dog , when the liquor-erased

father, looking for prey, seizes suddenly upon the crouch-

ing dark-brown dog and sends hin crashing through the

window? Crane's morbid humor is one of the most arresting

elements of the story. He states things in a detached way

us if he had no real feeling in the matter. And yet how

deeply he has looked into the ragged little souls of his

boy and dog, and how sympathetically he has wetchsd thelv

queer friendship gro«r.

The short story and the sketch were the forms in which

Crane was most completely himself. The restrictions of

poetic forms hampered him quite as much as the freedom of

the full-length novel and in neither was he eminently suc-

cessful. The all too evident weaknesses of The Third Vio-

let . Active Service and The O'i-mddv (weaknesses in the case
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of jQi£ Q'Ruddv r only partially his) point to hl3 diffi-

culties in sustaining interest, creating ch-rrctars, develop-

ing characters, furnishing settings and Indeed in handling

oat of the constructive elements of tha novel. However, in

the use of the sketch and the short story fora he is to be

ranked with the greatest. The random recital of petty hap-

penings, vr-grant consents, and unstudied attituies, entirely

inadequate c.3 tney were in the novel were most properly

placed by Crane when he embodied them in sketches or short

stories. Soldiers, boys, horses end do^s, he understood in-

stinctively. In the Introduction which William Lyon Phelps

prepared for the Knopf limited edition of Bhllociville

ptorl3S he pays tribute to the verisimilitude of Crane's

"boy" stories.

"He depicts the boys M individuals ; nd in the mass,
with an an;J.ysis as profound as his humour is gay. They ex-
hibit together the herd mind in its most unlovely aspect, a
compound of cruelty rind cowardice; and they to** that inex-
tinguishable love of romance thr t will forever doalnate the
human race, lior is he any the less relentless in tho por-
trayal of little girls. The 'angel child' is u unscrupu-
lous a tyrant as can be found in the annals of irresponsible
monarchy.

"One has on every page the pleasure of recognition. We
remember these scenes, these schools, these holidays, these
fights, these picnics, these little people. The days of
childhood return; and if they are not exactly the same in
radiance as the shining dawns depicted by Bordsworth, they
are as true from the standpoint of the realistic novelist
as hir were fron thst of the Imaginative poet.

"Stephen Crane was a curious compound of patience and
Impatience. As a man he was wildly Impatient with hypoc-
risy, cant, pretense, falsehood, brutality, sentimentalist!,
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Injustice, and cruelty; as an artist, he wss unendingly
patient In dealing with these very things.

"Even as in writing of war he wrote honestly when ne.-irly

everyone wrote sentimentally, so in writing cf boys ?nd girls
he wrote sincerely. And as in reading his teles of social
life in cities end of horror on the field of battle, one
feels his flaming hatred of meanness snd of tyr-mny, so in

his depiction of these children at play I seen-, to feel,
underneeth the mirth and nonsense, a terrible hatred of msss
opinion, a fervent faith in the individual's right to live."

If Crane's reputation as writer has suffered a partial

eclipse since his death in 1900 the reasons are not hard to

locate. He died at twenty-eight, only four years after his

first success. The amount of work he left M evidence of

his existence was Of necessity small and with the exception

of one or two volumes was out of print for decades. More-

over, that very flair for vividness which compelled Crane to

isolate each of his subjects as if in the glare of a spot-

light has tended to obscure the wholeness of his perception,

signified by, for instance, his repetition of chr.r-cters

and connunlties from story to story and even more so by his

ability to set the whole fiiaerican background and character

by the unimportant conversation of nobodies.

Placing Stephen Crane in the literary sense has bean a

task beyond most literary historians and critics, but Thomas

Beer in his Stephen Crane has doubtless succeeded at last

in putting Crane in his rightful place. Certainly the Crane

enthusiasts are satisfied. Beer ends his Introduction to

The 0' Ruddv
r (Knopf, llo. ad) with this:
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•tha diffuse and phfttBgrnpM ff rWltiti .-uinoyed hlra

(Crane). He e&jae to believe th->.t Jh& Hed £&d£fi q£ Courage
wa3 too Ions, rind as this distaste for length—emblemat-
ically—includ3d liis own life, he is to remain I aXt9i
portrait, ar. r.rtist of MMSlag talent ~nd of developing
scope who died too soon for our curiosity. He was plainly
drifting froa the intense studies of excltaaent which mr.dc

the force of his av.c±y period; the soclrl critic was be/|in-

ing to appaar In XhS. Monster and in passives of the Whilom-
vllle talas. A aan so brilliantly impatient of ibm had
surely soaething amusing to say, and the legitimate pity of
the c-ise is that he did not live to say more." *

"A ia;ji said to the universe:
•Sir, I exist J

'

'Hovsovar, 1 replied the uuiverse,
'The fact had not created in m
A sense of obligation.*"

Thus did Crane dispose of aetsphysics.

* Stephen Cr^ne, Siax is. Kind fWorks. Hew York: Alfred
Knopf, 19£6), VI, 131
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JACK LOKDu?;

When Jack London died In 1816 his published work in-

cluded twelve volusws of collected short stories, thirteen

novels or long single tales, and eight non-fiction books.

Thirty-three voluaes in ell—no 3aall output for I writer

who died at forty and whose serious liternry life did not

begin until he was past twenty. Also since 1316 other

stories and collections hove been published posthumously.

All that he wrote was but I tr.nsfersnce to paper of tho

personality of Jack London. In truth his fiction is his

autobiography. He mede Ms entry into the world January 1C,

1086, in San Francisco. Bom of the working class he early

took up his own struggle for existence, it ten he was

selling newspapers in the streets; at sixteen he was an

oyster tbief end after that sailor, longshoreaan, roust-

about, and worker la canneries, factories pnd laundries.

All of ths>t and raore before he was eighteen! In 1694 he

set out to see the sights of the country as a hobo snd

later the sane your entered high school. By some siraelo of

crooning he wt3 able to psss the entrance exams and entered

the University of California in 1896, but his college career

was short and in 1897 ho joined tho gold rush to the Klon-

dike. Unsuccessful as a gold-huntsr he returned and once
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again took up the life of a hobo. This last phase lasted

but a short tloc end a little later he wes fairly eiabarked

on his literary career the struggles and details of which he

tells in his autobiographical novel liartin ~den .

In hl3 travels as transient laborer and hobo he ob-

served first hand many of the evils of a soeir.l systera

dominated by capital and in which the worker and "under-dog"

were exploited. This phase of his experience formed the

basis for his socialistic leanings. The non-fiction ^roup

of his books is inspired largely by what he called socialism.

In reality London's sociali3a lacked the saving erace of a

constructive policy and amounted to little more than eao-

tional radicalism. The reason for this csn doubtless be

found in that he saw the other side of the cocuaercial

battle—the side that means exploitation and oppression--

and seeing It in this way as soaething hard, cruel, and

wrong, ho felt the urge to stamp it out. His literary

interest in it was the spreading of propaganda against it.

These books have some importance In the evolution of Jcck

London, but are of little value in solving the problems of

the world. It Is as a teller of t-:les th&t he will live—

his radical social ideas no longer hold any interest for us.

The scenes of many of London's best stories are laid in

the Korth and nost of then are stories of the gr :ed for gold

and of hardship and sudden death amid the pitiless snows. Of
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his stories the scenes of which are laid in southern waters,

there is one thing they have in comaon—thoy are almost all

of thea stories of loan's battle with the elemental forces of

nature, with wild storms or with wilder savages. Few of his

stories deal with the conflict of man and his own nature,

the battle of man to win or to keep his own soul. He was

not, fundamentally, an artist and a thinker; he was a man of

action, a doer. The very core of his style is to be found in

his tendency to think in terms of concrete objects rsther

than in abstractions. 'Progression in his stories is from

object to object, from act to act. In none of thea is there

any elaborate exposition of mental states." Like a good

many Americans London felt no admiration for the intel-

lectual life. His intensity was physical, muscular. His

power to portray men was far greater than his power to por-

tray women. Or perhaps he owed his success with male char-

acters to the fact that he chose usually to portray types of

men he knew and understood best. Boaen of the hi her type,

he failed utterly with. Re tried hard to idealize them but

fell far short of understanding them. Half-breeds, Indians,

women of the underworld and the drifters In the mining caaps

of the Korth he wrote of with more success. In dealing with

men, too, his most successful male characters are those of

brute courage and brawn rather than of intellectual subtlety.
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There is a similarity about his men but within the type they

vary considerably. Bolf Larson stands as the Ideal of the

type.

In iuch of London's best fiction we get a feeling of

bigness, of the elemental, the primitive, but he is not a

naturalist as Horris was. He uses the realistic method when

it will serve his purpose best, but it springs usually from

his photographic description of action rather than from any

innate literary feeling for realism. In speaking of his

life as a hobo, London once said the successful hobo oust

be an artist in impromptu story telling. He aust gauge his

audience the moment the kitchen door is opened and be able

to tell Just the story that will bring about the desired

eal or cast-off clothing in every e.:.se. It made a realist

of him, he says. "Realism constitutes the only soods one

can exchange at the kitchen door for grub." And that is

the way he employed realism—to servo a purpose, not as a

creed. If he did carry the elemental of liorris into the

primitive and abysmal at times he swung into the other ex-

treme of exaggerated romanticism in the things he aade his

characters do. No "Three Musketeers* could surpass the ex-

ploits of London's heroes. No difficulty apparently is

great enough to c=use thee a moment's apprehension. Day-

light, the pride of the Yukon can spend a night of wild

dissipation at the Tivoli in Circle City, where he has lost
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the fruits of a year's l^bor In one game, and then thro* all

comers in a wrestling match on the snow, recoup his fortunes

with a thousand-mile sledge trip with the government mails

in record breaking tine, wearing out three Indians by the

way. On his return he spends .-.nother wild night at the

Tlvoli, starts next morning to seek his fortune in the Klon-

dike, rescues a friend from almost certain starvation,

triumphs over the most cunning opposition, and almost in a

day wins himself a fortune of eleven or so millions. Call

such a plot realistic if you wllll Then follow the exploits

of Martin Man which are supposedly based on London's own

efforts to succeed as a writer. Reared on the sea, wise In

ship-lore, this man, to whoa a brawl on the 'Frisco water-

front was child's play learns all the secrets of sociology,

literature, culture, platform-speaking and God knows what

all else In so short a time as a year or two. Kot realism

here—only Jack London's ego at work. He thought he had

learned about all these things when he had plastered hiasalf

over with a thin veneer of hastily acquired culture result-

ing from a course of rapid, Intense, but undirected reading.

God, if culture and understanding and knowledge only came so

easy! Ho, Jack London had a passion for romance. It bub-

bled out In his life as it bubbled out in his books. Both

his eye and his soul longed for the unusual, for romance,
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the thing that was not every day. It night be cruel or

brutal, but It must not be sordid. He could theorize and

paint too glowingly the wrongs of the socially oppressed,

but he could not isolate them for fiction. His energy was

physical and coarse—deep down he was a man of action, to

whom learning was a fraud and a delusion. To the Inst,

cnlturo tnd "highbrow" were synonymous to London—states of

mind to be suspected, scorned and combated. He will be

reaembered not as a great realist—not even as a great

writer, but as a picturesque figure in the history of liter-

ature, the founder of a school of writers of red-blooded

fiction.
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Davis Grahaa Phillips and his Hovel puss.tr. L^aai

The only narked significance of David Oraham Phillips

as a writer of realistic prose is to be found in his posthu-

30U3 novel, Susan Lenox . He was a rather important figure

in the developaent of American fiction of his own day, and

thare is little doubt but what he had great possibilities £>s

a writer of realistic fiction—possibilities cut short by

his tragic death in 1911. Phillips was born in Hadlson,

Indiana, in 1367. His father was a banker of substantial

aeons and the boy»s life, while rugged and stinulsting, was

free froa the trials and troubles of poverty and want. He

entared the Eophomore class of DePnuw University t fifteen

r.nd froa there went to Princeton where he took his degree

in 1S87. Froia college he drifted into newsp-per work, first

in Cincinnati and then in Mew York. His fir3t books were

written in moments snatched froa his daily routin . but his

later novels were done more leisurely as in 190E be broke

awr.y entirely froa newspaper work. Froa the first Phillips'

instinct was to write purpose novels; his interest in

social and econocJ.c problems wa3 in soae respects keener

than his interest in people. He had an interest in social-

ism—at lec-t enough of an Interest to make him write about

it, and he was also intare3ted in exposing corruption In big
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business end In polities, M for exaople his -.rticleft on the

Senate. !!e «.», however, c Jocir.list fron "the other side"

as compared to Jack London. Phillips w.'s • Socialist In the

sense that ho hid experience end gunius enough to recognise

the fundnaentelly unjust social conditions that obtained in

his tins, in particular, the exploitation of the aultitude

rendered possible by the dishonesty and leek of ability of

the pilMllI represent-- tivea of thfc tlsu. In 1.1s novel Tha

Plug-Tree r 2 compelling picture is presented of the over-

throw of democracy, the enthronement of plutocracy or privi-

leged wenlth, arid the degrud.-i.tion of the politlc.-.l life of

MM ration through corrupt politics and the aoney-cor.trolled

political machine. It is ;. poterful story of conditions cf

* certain period—the muckraking period. Ore of Phillips*

greatest weaknesses can be Attributed to tho f-ct thct he

lived In Mid wss a part of the muckraking parlod in Aaerir ,

thst pMiod nado notorious, if not famous, by «ur«»,vi«

H»»»K<ru» snd Br. Lincoln Staffers. Kr.ny of Phillips* novels

suffer from the effects of this muckraking trend In American

writing. Ha was so much a part &nd product of his time and

the existing socl&l conditions thf.t his work suffered

naturally from every blight that affected th« period. The

muckraking process was a destructive one—criticise with

llttla action on the pr.rt of those criticising end when the
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method waa carried over into literature the result could not

be a happy one. In spite of the fact that Phillips' outlook

on life was extremely bro.-d and Mm t he was a clear-eyed and

impartial observer of life in most of his works he 1? also a

partisan and reformer. He seemed always to be so keenly in-

terested in the problem that he was setting forth thr t he

could not keep himself and his ideas out of thee. The re-

former's instinct consciously or unconsciously possessed him

and his novels are so colored by personal feeling c-nd bias

as to be artistically spoiled in the eyes of soae critics.

One of Phillips* strongest qualities as a writer wis

his ability to convey the sense of life and motion and the

clash of uany Interests. He 3aw e>ch little happening of

life not as an isolated incident but as a detail of a tremen-

dous and universal scheme. His plots were never elaborate

or involved but they were always logical. Hany of his

novels wero about marriage, ft* BHWjfcM /dTentures 2f-

lasiuii Craig , Qld. JUxsa £SX 2fli, A lagan Ventures—all of

these have marriage for a theae. The Husband's .Story is a

study of a carriage that failed. JJia Hungry Ue-.rt is a

sincere and detailed study of a marrir.ga that threatens to

be a failure because the man adheres to old fashioned stand-

ards regarding women, while the wife, with her modern educa-

tion and progressive views, finds it impossible to accept the

role of domesticity and inaction to which he would assign
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her. In all the stories ir» which Ur. Phillips is concerned

with the relation between • aaa tad a woman he is never an

admirer of wocsn as she is. Ee at.intained to the lsrt that

she ros not only over-es tils ted by xan, feat ty herself. He

considered her rxst so such cs the "frailer" vessol U she

wr.e the parssite which lives upon Kan and hie endeavors. In

her in-bility to moet her oh: re cf the duties of life, he

discovers her f.s "a social incubus".

One day in the eighties Phillips w; s walking down the

rtrcot of his native town of Brdison, Indiana, when he sr.w a

beautiful girl sitting discor.nol- tc ir. fara nar'.or. ..long-

side | country lout she had been forced to m-rry. The in-

cident in question occurred when the author wss only fourteen

but tho beauty end pathos of the young woaan in the wagon

haunted hi* long sfterwurd and finally became the starting

Incident of Sua^n Lenox . Soaetlme after he had sesn the girl

he heard her story &nd the iaport.--.nt incidents of it were

said to have been much the sams as he later wrote into the

esrly part of iuaaa LfiOax. In reality the girl's story had

nothing to do with Ir. Phillips' book, bat the suffering on

her face was his inspiration a crj-.rtor of a century later.

Bristly this is the story of Susan Lenox. She was born out

of wedlock in Sutherland, a snail Indiana town on the bank*

of the Ohio River. Her aother piid for her with har own life

and she died steadfastly refusing to reveal the name of the
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child's father. Susf-n grows up to be a beautiful and appeal-

ing girl and is totally unconscious of the social stain in

her life until the truth about her birth is brutally told her

by a jealous cousin. Susan's one desire Is, to escape, to get

away from that comnainity where everyone knew the story of her

shame. Ghe runs away, is brought beck by her uncle and

forced by hiia into a marriage so hideously revolting that she

flees In horror from her matrimonial prison on her wedding

night. A child in years and experience she becomes " a bird

of passage, doomed from that hour to flutter in a world of

hunters." She as Ices desperate attempt to go straight but

succumbs from the sheer weight of poverty. For two or three

years her life is a series of episodes alternating between

periods of desperate poverty whenever she attempts to live

decently and purple patches of sexual encounters as she

treads the primrose path. Gradually she sinks to lower and

lower physical depths but fin*lly she emerges victorious and

becomes a great amotionil -ctress. It is this final near-

happy ending that awakens one to the falseness of Phillips 1

development of the character of Susan. A reviewer for the

The book is essentially false in its definition of life,
and therefore profoundly immoral In three ways. Susan is
represented throughout as being c woman of unusual mental
capacities and endowments and fine, strong character. That
sort of woman does not go down into the depths. The latter
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are peopled by the weak and flabby of character and the
dwarfed and crooked of soul. She is represented as haying
come through years of vice with heart and soul still fine
and pure—she his merely 'learned how to live'. The aost
inveterate romanticist never denied and balled the facts of
life more crudely than Just then has i!r. Phillips, bent upon
utter realism. Finally, the story is grotesquely and con-
ventionally false, false to lifo in its dependence upon that
long-ago-exploded fabrication of the muckrakera of economics,
th;.t a woman can get nowhere except through sexual depend-
ence upon man. The whole story is based upon tiiat assump-
tion, and it inspires characters and situations and con-
versations and the philosophic comment of the author, which
he sprinkles plentifully throughout the story."

Perhaps this is a too severe criticism of Hr. Pillllps,

but in the respects which the reviewer points out, the book

certainly suffers from an over-dose of something. Too many

terrible things happen to Susan. Even though such a life

might have been lived by an actual person and the author

have boen realistic to the extreme in telling only what

happened, the story would still be false in its conception,

for the novelist who would paint the unusual, the freak case

and sell it to us as a cross-section of life is not to be

trusted. Never was a girl so beset by fate, so dogged by

destiny as Susan. (All the horrible tilings that would

normally happen to half a dozen girls are made to happen to

this one—a device Ur. Dreiser employs endlessly.) She sold

her body but she never sold "the unconquerable thing which

was her spirit and herself." This is Phillips' main theme

and he never lets us forget for a moment that her soul is

still untouched!! She was trailed in the dirt but she
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Merged clean. She wa3 a flower that flourished amid filth.

Physically she lived one life, mentally and spiritually she

prepared to dwell in another. Contrast Phillips' Susan with

Crane's Maggie. Here is a glimpse into Susan's raind:

"Ideas beyond her years, beyond her comprehension, were
stirring in her brain, making her grave and thoughtful. She
was accumulating a store of knowledge about life; she was
groping for the clew to its mystery, for the missing fact or
facts which would enable her to solve the puxzle, to see
what its lessons were for her. Sometimes her heavy heart
tolci her that the nystery was plain and the lesson er.s t—
hopelessness. For of all the sadness about her, of all the
tragedies so sordid and unromantic, the most tragic was the
hopelessness. It would be impossible to conceive these
people better off. They were such a multitude that only
they could save themselves—and they had no intelligence to
appreciate, no desire to impel. If their alseries—miseries
to which they had fallen heir at birth—had made them what
they were, it wa3 also true that they were what they were

—

hopeless, down to the babies playing in the filth. An un-
scalable cliff; at the top, in pleasant lands, lived the
comfortable classes; at the bottom lived the masses—and
while many case whirling down from the top, how few found
their way up I" -

And here is the final picture of Susan.

It was a few evenings ago, and she was crossing the
sidewalk before her house toward the bip limousine that was
to take her to the theatre. She is still young; she looked
even younger than she is. Her dress had the same exquisite
quality that nado her the talk of Paris In the days of her
sojourn there. But It is not her dress that most Interests
me, nor the luxury and perfection of all her surroundings.
It is not even her beauty—that is, the whole of her beau-
ty." •*

In Crane's Haggle the girl is seduced, unromatically,

by a cheap bartender and is cast out of her miserable hoaa

* David Graham Phillips, Suata I-enox i Her Fall ap
,

d Rise
(Hew York* D. Appleton and Co., 1931), p. 344.

** Ibid., p. 488.
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by her drunken mother. She pursues niserably md unsuccess-

fully the profession of street-iralker. This is Maggie:

"A girl of the painted cohorts of the city went along
the street. She threw changing glances at nan who passed
her, giving smiling invitations to those of rur 1 or un-
taught pattern and usually sedately unconscious of the men
with metropolitan seal upon their fac«3." *

Haggle offers herself to s tall young mm in evening

dress, to i "stout gentleman, with pompous and philanthropic

whiskers", to a belated business man. She passes out of the

section of restaurants into that of ssloons. On and on she

goes offering herself lower and lower with never taker.

The girl went into gloomy districts near the river,
where the tell black factories shut in the street and only
occasional broed beams of light fell across the sidewalks
from saloons. . . . ."

"She went into the blackness of the final blocks. The
shutters of the te.ll buildings *ere closed like grim
lips "

"At the feet of the tall buildings appeared the deathly
black hue of the river. Some hidden factory sent up a
yellow glare, that lit for a moment the waters lapping ollily
against timbers. The varied sounds of life, made Joyous by
distance and 3eeming unapproachableness, mm faintly and
died away to a silence." **

This is the end of Haggle:

"In a room a woman sat at a table eating like a fat
monk in a picture.

1 soiled, unshavon man pushed open the door and en-
tered. 'Well', said he, 'Hag's dead.'"

"'What?' said the woman, her aouth filled with bread.

* Stephen Crane, Haggle : a Girl of the Streets (1st ed.;
New York: a. Appleton and Co., 1896j,~p. 140.

** Ibid., pp. 143-144.
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Hag's dead,' repeated the man.

»'Deh biases she 1st' said the woman. She continued her

meal.

•when she finished her coffee she began to weep. 'I

kin reaeaber when her two feet was no bigger dan yer t'umb,

and she MN< worsted boots,' moa-ned she." *

F jrheps one of the greatest faults of Susan Lqt.o:. is

the fact that throughout Phillips makes us feel his sympathy

with Susan. He grows sentimental over her—he grows senti-

mental with her. It is true that the specific pictures he

paints of life among the very poor, and of the struggles of

Susan against poverty, are often sadly true and realistic

to the last degree but tho long-drawn-out pages hold much

the same interest M the raport of a vice commission. It is

the girl's reaction to her surroundings which is falsely

conceived. Perhaps the truest, most powerful element in I

whole novel is that Sutherl: nd might be any town, that the

sin of Susan's parents is the heritage of many young people,

and that the sacrifice and suffering 3he was coapelled to

undergo is the usuel penalty that compromise with convention

exacts even from the innocent. It is another instance of the

sins of the father being visited upon the children.

Coming at the particular time it did Susan Lanox was

bound to be storm-center of controversy and criticism for

at that time it was certainly the frankest statement of the

» Crane. Ha;:
:

-ie t p. 154.
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sex case yet m..de in our literature. Such things in liter-

ature, if they had ever shocked In France and Russia, had

long passed the shocking stage. It is this very frank

handling of sex intrigue that gives the book its chief dis-

tinction as recllstic fiction. For almost the first tine

the sordidness of socisl conditions represented by irregular

sex affairs was treated in an American novel. It was bold

and bald and unash-amed and shocking beyond words when

compared to that school of fiction founded on the Pollyanna

sop of "Gods in His heaven; all's right with the world."

In XhS. Ssojoau iMMJMw for Harch, 1917, Isaac T. Kcrcasson

writes:

When David Graham Phillips died in 1911 we were at the
high-tide of the so called "white-slave' epoch in our writ-
ing. Trunk dealing with the oldest human relation which had
become second nature in French literature, suddenly descended
upon the American novelist. It was precipitated by revela-
tions of vice and protected corruption in congested centers
like Hew York and Chicago. An old social sore was suddenly
laid bare under the searchlight of 'investigation*. The
•timely' novelist got busy and the result Ma a flood of
cheap, fictianised vulgarity, masquerading as 'sociology'
and labelled 'book with a purpose'. Because they were mere
surface scrapings they vanished and wero forgotten like foul
bubbles on the cre3t of the mighty tides of life."'

It was the fact that Phillips conceived and wrote Susan

Lenox, some years before the outbreak of the movement that

happened to have the social problem as its motive that

caused the novel to draw so much adverse criticism. Had it

been written ten years later it might still have tfrawn at-
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ness concerning sexual matters had by that time been In-

corporated, part and pr.rcel, into American Literature. M
the time the book was published the very mention of "a

wo»an of the streets" would cause thlr.-3klnned r&speat&bility

to shrink and bring a cry of protest from outraged con-

ventionality. Yet the subject Itself was not new. Such

characters had been in many books from the narrative of the

Magdalen on. The trouble had always been that the average

novelist had employed the street-walker as a cloak for

pruriency: as a sort of speeder-up for sensational effect.

He had used her as e selling point for his stories. Phil-

lips was too sincere an artist to nuke that mistake, indeed

it was his sincere aim to make Cusan Lenox the expression of

a condition, not the root of Sin but an important stone in

the foundation of Society itself. That he grow romantic

and sentimental over his theme is to be lamented.

Huch of Phillips' significance £s a realistic writer

rests upon tha introduction of his bold sex creed at a tine

when such things were still shocking to the inerican read-

ing public. This sex creed was contained in the foreword

to his play The '..orth of a. aora-.n
r
produced in 1903.

"There are three w..ys of dealing with the sex relations
of men and women—two wrong and one right.

"For lack of more accurate names the two wrong ways may
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bo called respectively tho .taglo-oaxon ind the Contlr.ontal.
Both ;.re in Q33once processes of spicing up «nd coloring' up
perfectly innocuous f-cta of nature to aake them poisonou3ly
attractive to perverted palates The Anclo-c^xon
'oorality' ia like a nude figure s:il:ciously draped; the
Continental 'strength* is like a nude figure selaciously
distorted. The Anglo—S^xon r.rticle reeks the stanch of 31 s-
lnfectunts; the Continent;l reeks the stench of degenerate
psrfuae. Tha Continental shouts 'Ilypocriayt' at tho Anglo-
C ion; tho Anglo—3 ixon scouts 'Fllthinessl' at the Con-
tinental. Both are right; they are twin sisters of the
saae horrid mother.

"Thero is the third nd right way of dealing with the
sex rolction3 of son end wooon. Thst is the way of sinple
candor and natur.-.lness. Treat the sox question M you would
any other question. Don't treat it reverently; don't treat
it rakishly. Treat it n turally. Don't insult your intelli-
gence and lower your aoral tone by thinking about either the
docancy or tho indecency of natters that are fBBili'ir, un-
deniable, and unchangeable facts of life. Don't loo!: on
woman as aei-<- fem.ile, but as huaan being. Reneabor th.t she
ins a Bind -aid a her.rt u well as a body. In a sentence,
don't Join in the prurient clajoor of 'purity' hypocrites
and 'strong' liberatines that exaggerates rnd distorts the
aost coBinonplace, if the eost important festure of life,
let us try to be -.3 sensible about sex as we are trying to
be about -.11 tho other phenomena of the universe in this
aore enlightened day." *

» Philllos. aia,.n Lar,ox
T "Foreword," pp. IX-XI.
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Hamlin Garland, Yeritest

Hamlin OurliMii was born In Wisconsin in 1860. His

father aoved his family from Sisconsin to Iowa where the

young Hamlin made ttu.t personal .cquaint.nce with actual

far* work which Mi later to give direction to his pen.

every day that he tolled long hours .t difficult, dirty, un-

interesting tasks but made him the core deturained to escape

a life bounded by such toil. 3e was convinced that only

through education night he be rule to enter Mm type of life

that most appealed to him, th;.t of mental activity as op-

posed to physical labor. By grasping every possible oppor-

tunity to attend sehot 1 he managed to graduate from I local

academy in 1881. The following year ha went East, expectln-

to find Intellectual stimulus u well as financial security

in Boston. The intellectual stimulation cane froo his op-

portunities to read In the Boston Public Library but from

almost no othor source and flMMUl security came not at

•XI. The next winter he taught school in Illinois and then

entered upon a brief end unsuccessful experiment in land

speculation in Dakota. In 1084 ho established himself in

Boston ;uid took up literature as the serious calling of his

life. He felt convinced th. t there was a place in Amorioan
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further that his on experiences hud particularly fitted :1m

for the task of contributing to that literature, ills A

San q£ iifl Hlddle border , is autobiographical and tells of

his early struggles M writer. In It ho set3 forth his

literary creed—and It *ua then the creed of literary rud-

Lc i.

". ... ny first writing of Any significance was en
article depicting an iowa corn-husking scene.

"It w;,3 not iaeroly a picture of the life ay brother
and I h:.d lived—it wis an attempt to set forth typical
3cene of the Middle Border. »Ihc Fara Life of Kow jinglttnd
h:.s beer, fully celebrated by means of Innumerable stories
raid poena I' I began, *it3 Imaging bees, its (Unices, its
winter scenes are all on record; is it not time that we of
the ..est 3hould depict our own distinctive life? '.'ho Ulddlo
Border has its poetry, lt3 beauty, if *o can only see it.'

"To emphasise these differences I called this first
article |2& Western -o^ HuL.Ain»

r mi put into it Hm grim
report of the man who had »boou there' and insistence on the
painful as well as the pleasant truth, a quality which was
discovered afterwards to be characteristic of ny work. The
bittor truth was strongly developed in this first erticle."

". . . . I had no uodels. Perhaps this clear field
helped me to be true. It was not fiction, as I had no In-
tention at that tiae of becoaing a flctionist, but it was
fact, for it included tho mud :^nd cold of the landscape as
•ell as its blooa and charm." *

I grew up on farm and I an dctcmlncd once _nd for
all to put the essential ugliness of its life into print. I
will not lie, even to be patriot. A prcpor proportion of
the sweat, flios, heat, dirt, and drudgery of it r.ll shall
go in. I an a competent witness and 1 Intend to tell the
sholo truth." **

* Hamlin Garland, A iifin. q£ J&S rilddla border (?:a» York.
1917), p. 351.

** Ibid., p. 418.
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"Obscurely forming in ay KinJ were two great litercry
concepts—that truth was a higher quality than beauty, and
that to spread the reign of Justice should everywhere be the
design and intent of this artist. Ths merely beautiful in
art seemed petty, and success at the cost of the happiness
of others monstrous egotism." •

This is Garland the literary radical. He had enlisted

under the banner of Henry George for the abolition of

poverty and became whet he called "a Varlt
T
aqt". This tem

he had borrowed froa a French writer, but it seemed to him

to fit well his efforts as writer of the truth—the truth

<t any price. He desired with all his heart to tell the

truth about the frontier farmors and their wives in language

which night do something to lift the desperate burdens of

their condition. In such c frshlon his passions and his

doctrines Joined together to fix the direction of his art.

He hated the frontier with a hate born of a complete know-

lodge of its hardships, and he tried to hint at definite

remedies which he thought might make life on frontier farms

more endurable.

"Alas! Bach day made me more and sore the dissenter
froa accepted economic as well u literary conventions. I
became less and less of the booming, indiscriminating
patriot. Precisely as successful politicians, popular
preachers and vast traders diminished in sty mind, so the
significance of V.bitacn, and Tolstoi and George increased,
for they represented qualities which make for saner, happier
and more equitable conditions in the future." •»

"All that day I had studied the land, musing upon its

* Garland, £ £fln q£ J^e. Mlrtdl a Border, p. 374.
** Ibid., p. 377.

'
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distinctive qualities, and while 1 acknowledged the n tur .1
beauty of It, 1 revolted from the gracelessnesa of its human
habitations. The lonely box-like farnhou3.33 on the ridges
suddenly appeared to me like the dens of wild aninnls. The
lack of color, of chara In the lives of the people anguished
me. I wondered why I had nevor before perceived the futility
of woman's life on a farm.

1 asked ayself, 'Why have these stern facts never been
put Into our literature as they have been used In aussia :;nd
liiglind? Why h;is this land no story tellers like those who
have nado Massachusetts and Kew Hampshire illustrious?'

"These and nany other speculations buzzed in ay brain.
Sach moment was ;. revelation of now uglinesses :js well as of
reaaabered beauties.* *

As the first wave of settlers hid spread froa the rock-

strewn faras of Hew England over the fertile prairies of the

Middle Border country a mood of hopefulness and optimise

colored their dre:;as. In the new lrjid there were no hills to

conquer, no rocks to blast, no stumpage to grub out, but bero

they found treeless fields of rich soil, level and clear,

holding overy promise of rich harvest. In ratural produc-

tiveness it was perhaps the fairest portion of all Americj

and the land-hungry settlers built their cabins and filed on

their claims with a hopefulness that a few short years would

see that section transrormod into the wonderland of the

continent. Sadly enough the glamour did not last and in re-

cording its passing Hamlin Garl.-nd was no "frontier roman-

tic" but a stern reporter of facts. Parrington 3po:.ks of

the period c.3 one of change, a period of sombre awakening.

* Qr.rlmd, ^ fioj; c£ ijaa nid<ll,e Torder,. p. 356.
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But 'is the seventies save place to the eighties •

subtle change caae over the aood of the Middle Border. Dis-
appointment -ijid disillusion settled upon ?. land th-.t before
had smiled in the spring sunshine. The harvest was not ful-
filling toe aspect?. tior.,3 of the seedtime. The ch-.nsed mood
came in part from the harsh toil and meager living that were
the necessary price the frontiersman must pay for his snail
winnings. It is no holiday Job to subdue an untamed land
and wrest abundance and comfort from a virgin soil. Only
for the young who can project their hopes into the future is
it endurable; for the middle- r^ged i.nd the old It is a heert-
braaking task. The history of the western frontier is a
long drab story of hardship and privation and thwarted hopes,
of men and women broken by the endless toil, the windows of
their dreams shuttered by poverty and the doors to an abun-
dant life closed and barred by narrow opportunity. It is
true that the prairies took no such toll :.s the forests had
taken; the mean and squalid poverty through which Lincoln
passed was not so common in the Middle Border as It had been
along the earlier frontier, nevertheless fierce climate
and a depressing isolation added their discomforts to a
bleak existence. The winds were restless on the flat plains,
and the flimsy wooden houses, stark and mean, unprotected by
trees and unrelieved by -hrubbery, were an ill defense
against their prying fingers. In winter the bllziards swept
out of the Eorth to overmaster the land, and in summer the
hot winds case up froa the Southwest to sear the country-
sides that were rustling with great fields of corn. Other
enemies appeared, as It were, out of a void. Lndless
flights of grasshoppers descended like a pl-.gue of locusts,
and when they pc.ssed the earth was bare and brown where t'ne

young wheat had stood. Armies of chinch-bugs cnac froa no-
body knew where, and swarming up the tender corn-stalks left
them sucked dry and yellow. It is nature's way, to dejtroy
with one hand what it creates with the other; and for years
the western farmers were fighting plaguos that had possessed
the prairies before the settlers came.

"The disillusion of the Middle Border deepened into
gloom as the widespread economic depression of the times
added Its discouragements. A period of falling prices was
curtailing industry 3n5 for<?i2» dowa tfce market values of
all produce. From such depressions a debtor community always
suffers most severely, for falling produce-prices mean ris-
ing money-values and a shifting standard of values for de-
ferred payments. The farms of the 'Siddle Border were heavily
encumbered to provide tools and livestock and building and
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the earnings wore consumed by the interest that went <>.3t to

thq mortgage-holders. Debt w:-s a luxury the farmer could 111
afford, and when the debt wv.s nilently nnrnented b;< Mm ris-
ing value of the dollar he was forced to consider the situ-
ation." *

This WK3 the period and th« situation that produced

Oarland and other writers of his type. It was a tine for

protest—a tias for • sober facing of the facts. It was in

188? that Gr.rland, brooding over his reading at the Boston

labile Library, wrote hl3 first sketches of llfo in the

Jiiddle Border. Ho one wes noro keenly aware than he that

the romance had faded from the prn tries. He had h«d thnt

sober fact borne hone to him by endless drys of heart-break-

ing toil. He felt personally the burdens of the western

farmer pnd he could foresee no time when they would be

lighter. Depression had settled on the Hiddle Border, end

Garland felt that depression as a Dan who had suffered under

it. The blight laid upon sen and women and children by the

rigours of the farmer-pioneer's life was a familiar fnct to

hla. The Garlrnds and the HcClintocks had suffered from it

as their kind hid suffered and Hamlin Oarland* s young and

sensitive mind was filled with wrath when he pictured the

actuality.

". . . . the bamyr.rds where tired men did the evening
chores, the ungainly bousos where tired women stood over hot
stoves, the fertile acres that produced more than the
markets consumed. It was a life without grace or beauty or
homely charm—a treednill existence thct got nowhere. If

* V.L. Parrington. The Beginnings of Critical I-,a,aisa
in America (Hew York, 1930} » pp. ieo-;:6IT
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thl3 were the Ytllcy of Democracy then the deaocricy via &
WUQ thin* :.t.d hcpclssc, :.nd havine hlcself escaped fron it
ho would do whit ho could to help other3 escape. Ir.

completeness of his disillusion the glamour of roennce was
secpt away and he proposed to sat down in honest plcin words
the a;mner of Ufa lives by those Liiddle Border folk. an£ the
sort of e-irnings won by their toil. He would speak frankly
out of the common bitter experience. The way to truth was
the way to realism." *

South is the tine for revolt, for protest—youth Bakes

a savage realist, for youth has boundless hope, and confi-

dence and exultation in itsalf. when a nan begins to doubt

'.lis ability to reform, to change by challenge, he softens
^

he allows himself to speculate, to condone, and then to

pity. In JLiifi TTtiVflllSd, KO.'fls and A Sea &£ 2lsi Bggtfflr

Osrland the Verit03t, hammered out his creed in atteatto-

like passages of astonishing simplicity. His interest was

in scones and characters near at hr.nd—indeed, members of

his own family served him as characters. He omitted moral-

izing and til impertinent comment. He cade the actual the

basis of his art. His realise differs completely fro* that

of 2ola in Mm t he treats of the average, the normal, rather

than the abnormally developed, the criminal. He painted Ms

scenes ad they appeared to him allowing his own bi?.se3 and

concepts full ploy.

"The fact that I, a working farmer, was presenting for
the first time in fiction the actualities of s-esterc country
life did not impress them (the critics) as favorably as I
had expected it to do. Hy own pleasure in being true was
not shared, it would seem, by the others. 'Give us chnrm-

• P. rrington, Hu harlimlng* jj£ Critical Hj&ll in.
Apart cti

r ; -. .00-1.91.
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ing love storiosi' pleaded the editors.

"•Ho, we've had enough of lies,' I replied. 'Other
writers are telling the truth about the city,—the artisan's
narrow, grimy, dangerous Job is belns pictured, and it ap-
pears to ne, that the tine bM corae to tell the truth about
the b:.rn-y.:rd»3 daily grind. I havo lived the like and I

know th-.-.t farming is not entirely made up of berrying, toss-
ing the new-nowr. hay and singing "The Old Oaken Bucket" on
the porch by moonlight.'" *

"Thus by a circuitous route 1 had arrived at position
where I found myself inevitably a supporter not only of
Powells but of Henry James whose work assumed even larger
significance in ny aind. I was ready to concede with the
realist that the poet might go round the earth and come back
to find the things nearest at hend the sweetest end be3t
after all, but that certain injustices, certain cruel facts
oust not be blinked at, and so, while adnlrlng the gr; ce,
the hULior, and satire of Howell s' books, I was s vod from
anything like imitation by the sterner and darker u: terial
in which I worked." *•

Oarland felt that the young author should abjure all

models and masters, all "good" English, falsoly so called,

all rhetorical rules, nd bo his own spontaneous self. He

should saturate himself in local color, he should become a

literary anarchist. Ho should write in a new American way,

using •; new American language to celebrate the plain Ameri-

can people. (Of course that idea was not new as Whitman

had voiced much of it years before in his plea for homely,

American, "he-man" words) Garland had faith in America as

a field for genuine literary art as opposed to litenry ex-

Garland, ^ Son fl£ ^e :.;idd1 a riordar
r p. 376.

** Ibid., p. 384.
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ploltr.tlon. Re had a deeply rooted Interest In the common

people and a love for than. Be loved his work, was coura-

geous and self-confident, but also self-willed and con-

tonptuous of those better trained than hiaself. His early

style wes generally effective though often rough and even

Incorrect. Hany of his sketches are only too plainly biased

by the anger at circumstances felt by a young nan, ambitious

of the Intellectual life, who Is forced Into hard, uncon-

genial physical labor. It w-.-s this very bias that made

Gcrlind the literary rebel, but It also Indirectly nade his

over into the reactionary, for by the tine he had worked

out of his place as a toller his anger had abated. In an

article in The Hatlon U.-ig«»:tne for I oveaber, 1330, ilr.

Hartley Grattcn has this to say about Oarlandj

"Once upon a tiae Ur. Hamlin Garland IM aflwaa with a
passion for socir.l justice. .... Once upon a tlso he was
a literary radical. Kos he can covertly sneer at the active
writers: •our present-day school of pornographic fiction.'
Once he was a Verltest and a proponent of local color and
looked toward the future. How he is a aeaber of The Amer-
ican Academy and rests on his laurels. .... But the
situation reveals the important fact that Garland never
quite know whore he wis going. He wantod to be truthful in
his own stories, but he got himself confused by thinking
about •wholesome' roallsn. Ha sensed the laaense brilliance
of Stephen Crane, but regretfully concluded that Crane would
never develop like Booth Tarklngton and Owen '.Sister I

"

This is a too severe criticism of Garland by a writer

whose views ..re slightly warped by his own prodjudice but

we must face the fact that Hr. Garland's success was on the

wane after JJaJjl Tr.vellad Ko,.d.i
r £ gpj; ©£ JUia Kiddie Border,,



Prairie Folks
f and Rosa fl£ Dutchor*s Caollv . With Jnson

Edwards. A, 3noil y£ Office,, and A BflBbtC fll ilia TiiiXSi ZSXISS.,

Garland turned to corruption In politics and other affair*

about which he neither knew nor cared so nuch as he knew and

oared about the actual lives of working farmers. He fol-

lowed what provod In his case to be n false light—thf.t of

local color, to the Rocky Uounuins and began the serie3 of

romantic narratives which further Interrupted his true

growth and gradually his true fame. Perhaps he looked upon

local color as the end rattier than as the beginning of

fiction for he evidently felt that he had exhausted his old

community and oust nova to fresher pastures. He case to

lay too such stress on outward Banners and allowed his plots

and characters to fall Into routine and uninteresting

fornula. He Is most successful when dealing with action for

he often reverts to sentiment when he deals over ouch with

thought. Froa the very fir3t Garland has been at his be3t

when he has been moat nearly autobiographical, and his true

and lasting faae Is based on his early stories of the lives

and characters of his own family and his neighbors.

His latest book, Connanlons 2& £h£ Trail,. (1031) is an

excellent piece of literary craftsmanship but adds nothing

to his reputation as realist.
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